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ABSTRACT
A u tom ated  Stenosis Q uantification in  Coronary Arteriograms
by
Yu Zhang
Dr. Evangelos A. Yfantis, Examination Committee Chair 
Professor of Computer Science 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Computer-assisted techniques have been shown to be useful in estimating the 
diameter and cross-sectional area of coronary artery lesions. In this study, two 
different strategies are employed for identification of artery contours, i.e., scanning 
and tracking. The scanning approach is accomplished by a canny edge detector. 
The edge tracking approach is in favor due to its low variability and fast analysis 
time. Given a start point and search direction, a tracking process automatically 
detects the arteries edge. From the edge points, a quantitative analysis process 
calculates the arteries diameter and percent diameter stenosis. As the software 
runs within a second, we conclude that this technique is capable of immediate 
estimation of the extent of coronary artery lesions.
m
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION 
Some Facts
According to the America Heart Association (AHA) 1999 Heart and Stroke 
Statistical Update:
“Coronary heart disease (CHD) caused 476,124 deaths in the United States m 
1996 - 1 of every 4.9 deaths. CHD total mention m ortality - more than 725,000 of 
the over 2,000,000 deaths.”
•  CHD is the single largest killer of American males and females.
• About every 29 seconds an American will suffer a coronary event, and about 
every minute someone will die from one.
• This year an estimated 1,100,000 Americans will have a new or recurrent 
coronary attack. About 650,000 of these wül be first attacks and 450,000 
will be recurrent attacks. About one-third of the people experiencing these 
attacks will die of them.
• At least 250,000 people a year die of CHD within 1 hour of the onset of 
symptoms and before they reach a hospital. These are sudden deaths caused 
by cardiac arrest, usually resulting from ventricular fibrillation.
• 12,000,000 people ahve today have a history of heart attack, angina pectoris
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
(chest pain) or both. This breaks down to 5,800,000 males and 6,100,000 
females.
The economic cost of coronary heart diseases in the United States in 1999 is 
estimated at $99.8 billion. This figure includes health expenditures (direct costs, 
which include the cost of physicians and other professionals, hospital and nursing 
home services, the cost of medications, home health and other medical durables) 
and lost productivity resulting from morbidity and mortahty (indirect costs).
Medical Terms
Before we discuss the quantitative coronary stenosis analysis system, we should 
understand what is coronary heart disease.
Coronary heart disease-The coronary arteries supply the heart muscle with blood. 
Stenosis, or narrowing, of the coronary arteries is the usual predisposing 
factor in myocardial infarction (heart attack). The underlying disease is 
atherosclerosis leading to discrete infiltration of the artery wall with fatty 
deposits (plaque). This narrows the lumen, alters the artery lining, and 
causes a loss of elasticity of the artery wall. These effects reduce the cross- 
sectional area of the lumen, increase the likelihood of clot formation, and 
predispose to vasospasm (spasm of the artery muscle). Partial obstruction 
may be subclinical or manifest as angina pectoris (heart pain), and exercise 
intolerance. Complete occlusion can occur if a part of the plaque, or an 
associated blood clot, should break away and lodge distaUy. Additionally 
vasospasm can compound the narrowing and occlude the artery. The clinical 
result depends on the duration, and the location, of the obstruction and will
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
range from minor scarring of the heart muscle to sudden death.
Quantitative angiography-Quantitative angiography arises because there is a need 
for automatic, reliable, accurate and repeatable assessment of the degree of 
stenosis. About a dozen groups worldwide, including the United States, are 
working on this difficult problem.
Angiographic technique-A catheter is placed in the aorta near the aortic valve 
via the femoral artery or the brachial artery. The tip o f the catheter is 
placed in the opening of the right or left coronary artery and about 7 ml of 
radio-opaque dye is injected. The dye, or contrast agent, is an  organic iodine 
compound which strongly absorbs X-rays and thus highlights the arterial 
tree. Pulsed fluoroscopy is used to take a series of X-rays a t  25 or 30 frames 
per second with the X-ray beam pulsed on for 5 - 8 ms at approximately 60 
kV and 750 mA. Figure 1.1 shows an example frame out of the  image series.
Quantification of stenosis-The functional significance of a stenosis depends on the 
blood viscosity and velocity, the entry and exit angles, the length and shape 
of the narrowing, and the reduction in cross-sectional area, bo th  relative and 
absolute. The percentage reduction in diameter, or ” % stenosis” , is a  crude 
estimator, widely used in practice because it is simple and quick.
Significance of stenosis-A stenosis is defined as significant when greater than 
50% narrowing occurs in the left main coronary or when greater than 75% 
narrowing occurs in the other vessels.
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Figure 1.1: A  Typical Coronary Arteriogram
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Past Work
Quantification of coronary stenosis is an important practice in cardiology from 
both a clinical and research standpoint. Various techniques with differing degrees of 
sophistication are used for the measurement of luminal narrowing. The traditional 
approach is to digitize the 35 nun cine film, with its high spatial resolution, and 
perform off-line analysis [6, 3]. The alternative is to use digital data, directly from 
digital cardiac imaging systems, and perform real-time processing [6, 2, 5, 4, 1]. 
Digital systems typically have 512 x 512 x 8 bit resolution covering the whole 
field of view. By comparison, when digitizing cine film, a particular region can be 
selected and digitized at a  much higher spatial resolution using optical zooming.
For therapeutic decision making during the catheterisation procedure the digital 
system is adequate. Digital systems also exhibit linearity, from image intensifier 
output through to digital grey levels, and a high density resolution. These two 
features make digital systems more suited to densitometric analysis.
W ith the high spatial and temporal resolution of angiograms it should be possi­
ble to accurately and rehably assess both anatomic/geometric and functional/ physiologic 
parameters. Difficulties include the complex spatial and temporal orientation and 
eccentric lesions [2]. Two main types of digital processing can be performed to 
assess the degree of stenosis. These are artery profile analysis, giving diameter, 
and densitometric analysis giving area parameters. Densitometric analysis has 
the potential to provide the most information on functional significance because 
of its independence of cross sectional shape and angiographic view. In addition 
to coronary angiography, several other techniques are available to assess coronary 
artery function: intravascular ultrasound imaging, indicator dilution techniques
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(intracoronary flow), floppier measurement (intracoronary velocity), and myocar­
dial perfusion measurement by PET and radiological techniques. These techniques 
can be used to verify and vahdate quantitative coronary angiography. The more 
recent cath lab installations have bi-planar C-arm units. This allows images to be 
obtained from two synchronous X-ray beams perpendicular to each other [7].
Autom ated Quantitative Coronary Angiography
The visual assessment of coronary stenosis has been shown to be fraught with 
errors due to inter- and intra-observer disagreement [6, 3, 11]. These errors are 
compounded by complexities of lesion and image geometry, and variations in image 
quality. Computer-assisted procedures can improve quantitative analysis of coro­
nary arteriograms in two respects. First, automation reduces the inter-observer 
and intra-observer variation for determining the severity of coronary artery steno­
sis. Second, efficient computer algorithms are essential to analysis procedures of 
high computational demand. Unfortunately, the spatial resolution of the state-of- 
the-art computer imaging system is not sufficient to support complete automation 
of the analysis of coronary arteriograms. W ithout a priori knowledge regarding 
stenosis location, the entire coronary angiography frame digitized to 512 x 512 
pixels has a pixel density in the order of one pixel per mm^. The resulting digi­
tal coronary arteriograms frequently contain arterial sections of only a few pixels 
wide [14]. While it is unlikely that, in the near future, linear spatial resolution 
of the imagi-ng systems can be increased by an order of magnitude, development 
of appropriate computer algorithms can contribute in: 1) automatic detection of 
the coronary artery stenosis; and 2) exploration of the sub-pixel resolution by 
exploiting the spatial continuity properties of the blood artery.
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Fully autom ated methods for the identification of coronary artery contours have 
been studied. Eichel and Delp in 1986 [15] reported a sequential tree searching 
method in which an optimal pa th  of artery edges was identified by hypothesizing 
long edge paths and a Markov-chain model for linking the edge paths. The lumen 
width was then determined by scanning the edge information. This method, how­
ever, suffered from a relatively long computational time. Other reported tracking 
approaches either required a priori knowledge of the artery’s orientation or were 
not sufficiently robust [16]. In particular, premature term ination of the tracking 
operation may occur at artery sections where a coronary artery stenosis is present.
Scanning and Tracking
Two different strategies have been employed for identification of artery con­
tours, i.e., scanning and tracking. Scanning is typically a two-pass operation. First, 
extraction of edge or ridge pixels is accomplished by an enhancement-detection pro­
cess. The desirable image feature points are enhanced by convolving a mask-type 
operator with the entire image, and extracted by threshold detection. Second, 
recognition of the  vascular tree structure is accomplished by chaining centerline 
points into vessel segments while excluding points resulting from either random or 
structural noise [8]. In contrast, a  tracking operation begins at an a priori known 
position on the image plane. In a  single-pass operation, extraction of the image 
features and recognition of the vessel structure are simultaneously accomphshed by 
exploiting the continuity properties of the vessel [16,14]. In this study the tracking 
approach is considered due to its inherent efficiency in computation. The robust­
ness and accuracy of tracking are improved by exploiting the following continuity 
properties of a blood vessel.
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1. Continuity of Position: The centerline and edge pixel positions vary contin­
uously along a  vessel segment on the image plane.
2. Continuity of Curvature: The vessel direction varies continuously along a 
vessel segment-
3. Continuity of Diameter: The lumen width varies continuously along a vessel 
segment. However, abrupt changes of lumen width or irregular shapes of 
lumen cross section may be observed a t a stenotic section.
4. Continuity of Density: Although the hnage background may present abrupt 
changes in density, the dynamic range (i.e., the signal magnitude above the 
background level) of the cross-sectional density profile varies relatively con­
tinuously along a vessel segment.
The optimal design of a tracking algorithm would require a priori information 
regarding the probability distributions and spatial frequency characteristics of po­
sition, curvature, diameter, and density functions. The problem is further com- 
phcated by the variation in imaging quality, resolution, and calibration process. 
While such information is unavailable at present to facilitate an overall optimal 
design, a combined mathematical and heuristical approach is developed in this 
study.
Objective and the Scope of the Thesis
The objective of the thesis is to design an automated coronary artery quantita­
tive analysis program. Both the scanning and tracking method are implemented.
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Organization of the Thesis
The thesis has been organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 gives the introduc­
tion. Two automated coronary artery contour detection algorithms are described 
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. The coronary stenosis quantitative analysis results 
are given in Chapter 4. Finally the conclusions and future work are summarized 
in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
THE EDGE DETECTION APPROACH 
Introduction
The edge detection approach is typically a two-pass operation. First, extraction 
of edge pixels is accomphshed by an enhancement-detection process. The desirable 
image feature points are enhanced by convolving a mask-type operator with the 
entire image, and extracted by threshold detection. Second, recognition of the 
vascular tree structure is accomphshed by chaining centerline points into vessel 
segments while excluding points resulting from either random or structural noise.
Canny Edge Detection
The enhancement-detection algorithm we used here is one of the most widely 
used edge finding algorithms -  the Canny edge detector [8]. The Canny edge 
detector arises from the earher work of Marr and Hildreth [9], who were concerned 
with modeling the early stages of human visual perception. In designing his edge 
detector he concentrated an ideal step edge, represented as a  Sign function in one 
dimension, corrupted by an assumed Gaussian noise process. In practice this is not 
an exact model but it represents an approximation to the effects of sensor noise, 
sampling and quantization. The approach was based strongly on convolution of 
the image function with Gaussian operators and their derivative.
The goals of the Canny Operator were stated exphcitly.
10
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(a) Good Detection: the ability to locate and mark all real edges.
(b) Good Localization: minimal distance between the detected edge and real 
edge.
(c) Clear Response: only one response per edge.
To fulfill these objectives, the edge detection process includes the following stages.
Stage One - Image Smoothing
The image data  is smoothed by a two dimensional Gaussian function of width 
specified by a user parameter. The Gaussian smoothing operator is a 2-D con­
volution operator that is used to ‘b lur’ images and remove detail and noise. In 
this sense it is similar to the mean filter, but it uses a different kernel that repre­
sents the shape of a Gaussian (‘bell-shaped’) hump. This kernel has some special 
properties which are detailed below.
The Gaussian distribution in 1-D has the form:
G{x) = - ^ e - é r  (2.1)
V27T(J
where a  is the standard deviation of the distribution. We have also assumed that 
the distribution has a mean of zero (i.e. it is centered on the line a: =  0).
In 2-D, an isotropic (i.e. circularly symmetric) Gaussian has the form:
(2-2)
WTiere r  =  represents the radial distance from the origin. The idea of
Gaussian smoothing is to use this 2-D distribution as a ‘point-spread’ function, and 
this is achieved by convolution. Since the image is stored as a collection of discrete
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.1: Discrete approximation to Gaussian function with a  — 1.4
pixels we need to produce a discrete approximation to the Gaussian function before 
we can perform the convolution. In theory, the Gaussian distribution is non­
zero everywhere, which would require an infinitely large convolution kernel, but in 
practice it is effectively zero more than about three standard deviations from the 
mean, and so we can truncate the kernel at this point. Figure 2 shows a suitable 
integer-valued convolution kernel that approximates a Gaussian with cr =  1.4.
Once a suitable kernel has been calculated, the Gaussian smoothing can be 
performed by using standard convolution methods. The convolution can in fact be 
performed fairly quickly since the equation for the 2-D isotropic Gaussian shown 
above is separable into x  and y  components. Thus the 2-D convolution can be 
performed by first convolving with a 1-D Gaussian in the x  direction, and then 
convolving with another 1-D Gaussian in the y direction. (The Gaussian is in fact 
the only completely circularly symmetric operator which can be decomposed in 
such a way.) Figure 2 shows the 1-D x  component kernel that would be used to 
produce the full kernel shown in Table 2 The y component is exactly the same but 
is oriented vertically. This produces two (rather than one) values at each pixel.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.2: One of the pair of 1-D convolution kernels used to calculate the fuU 
kernel shown in Figure 2 more quickly
Stage Two - Differentiation
The values in the x-smoothed image array are convolved with a first derivative 
of a one dimensional Gaussian of identical cr aligned with y. Similarly, values in the 
y-smoothed image array are convolved with a first derivative of a one dimensional 
Gaussian o f identical cr aligned with x. Why does this work?
The first derivative of 1-D Gaussian distribution is.
The equivalent 2-D functions are most easily expressed with respect to a polar 
coordinate system where r  =  -f represents the radial distance from the 
origin. The function is symmetrical and independent of 9. Thus,
p.4)
In fact, the first derivative of the image function convolved with a Gaussian,
g(x, y) =  D[Gauss{x, y) * / ( z ,  y)] (2.5)
is equivalent to the image function convolved with the first derivative of a Gaussian,
g{x, y) =  D[Gauss{x, y)] * / ( z ,  y) (2.6)
From the computed x and y gradient values, the magnitude and angle of the slope 
can be calculated from the hypotenuse and arctangent in a similar manner to the 
Sobel operator.
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Stage Three - Non-maximum Suppression
Having found the rate of intensity change at each point in the image, edges must 
now be placed a t the points of maxima, or rather non-maxima must be suppressed. 
A local maximum occurs at a peak in the gradient function, or alternatively where 
the derivative of the gradient function is set to zero. However, in this case we wish 
to suppress non-maxima perpendicular to the edge direction, rather than parallel 
to (along) the edge direction, since we expect continuity of edge strength along an 
extended contour. This assumption creates a problem a t comers!
Rather than  perform an exphcit differentiation perpendicular to each edge, 
another approximation is often used. Each pixel in tu rn  forms the center of a 
nine pixel neighborhood. By interpolation of the surrounding discrete grid values, 
the gradient magnitudes are calculated at the neighborhood boundary in both 
directions perpendicular to the center pixel, as shown in Figure 2, below. If the 
pixel under consideration is not greater than these two values (i.e. non-maximum), 
it is suppressed.
a c
d e
f g \ h
Figure 2.3: Non-maximum Suppression
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Stage Four - Edge Thresholding
The thresholder used in the Canny operator uses a method called "hysteresis". 
Most thresholders use a single threshold limit, which means if the edge values 
fluctuate above and below this value the line will appear broken (commonly referred 
to as “streaking"). Hysteresis counters streaking by setting an upper and lower 
edge value limit. Considering a line segment, if a value Hes above the upper 
threshold limit it is immediately accepted. If the value lies below the low threshold 
it is immediately rejected. Points which he between the two limits are accepted 
if they are connected to pixels which exhibit strong response. The Hkehhood 
of streaking is reduced drastically since the line segment points must fluctuate 
above the upper limit and below the lower limit for streaking to occur. Canny [8] 
recommends the ratio of high to low limit be in the range two or three to one, 
based on predicted signal-to-noise ratios.
Vessel Contour Identification
The Canny edge detection process generates several arrays edge points. To 
track the vessel contour, an initial search point and an initial search direction are 
supphed by a user. A searching algorithm is implemented to find the edge points 
paraUel to the search direction, and the vessel diameter is computed.
Summary
The effect of the Canny operator is determined by three parameters -  the 
width of the Gaussian kernel used in the smoothing phase, and the upper and 
lower thresholds used by the tracker. Increasing the width of the Gaussian kernel
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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reduces the detector’s sensitivity to noise, at the expense of losing some of the 
finer detail in the image. The localization error in the detected edges also increases 
shghtly as the Gaussian width is increased.
Usually, the upper tracking threshold can be set quite high, and the lower 
threshold quite low for good results. Setting the lower threshold too high will 
cause noisy edges to break up. Setting the upper threshold too low increases the 
number of spurious and undesirable edge fragments appearing in the output.
The Gaussian convolution can be performed quickly because it is separable and 
can be implemented recursively. However, the hysteresis stage slows the overall 
algorithm down considerably. While the Canny edge finder gives stable results, 
edge connectivity at junctions is poor, and comers are rounded, as with the LoG 
filter.
The Canny edge detector runs within 10 seconds for an image of 512 x 480 x 8 
bit resolution. It detects most of the vessel contour as long as the contrast of image 
is high enough. The disadvantage of edge detection is obvious, that includes: 1) 
more operator interaction (the width of the Gaussian kernel used m the smoothing 
phase, the upper and lower thresholds used by the tracker, and the start search 
point and direction for the searching algorithm); 2) more operation time (time for 
edge detection, and vessel contour identification). Figure 2 shows a typical image 
after edge detection.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 2.4: Image obtained after performing Canny edge detection on Figure 1.1
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CHAPTER 3
THE EDGE TRACKING APPROACH 
Introduction
The edge tracking process starts by the operator’s input of an initial search 
point and direction. The process has an extrapolation-update structure s im i la r  to 
that of a Kalman filter [10], which involves tracking the centerline and resampling 
the scan lines. Given the estimation of vessel centerline, width, and orientation 
for the current incremental section of the vessel, the next incremental section 
is extrapolated along the current vessel direction. A matched filter locates the 
next centerline position based upon the vessel cross-sectional density profile at a 
look-ahead distance away. In the update process, the vessel direction, width, and 
centerline position for the next incremental section are determined. The look-ahead 
distance and the search window size are adapted to the current vessel width.
Image Preprocess
In order to achieve sub-pixel resolution, the sub-region around the stenotic 
lumen is digitally magnified by a factor of 2, 4, or 8 using bilinear interpolation,
9i =  Qa +  iO b-9a )/F  z =  0 ,1 , . . .  , F - 1 (3.1)
where 9 i denotes the pixel value in the magnified image, and 9 b denote two 
neighboring pixel values in the original image, and F  is the magnification factor.
18
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To enhance the contrast of the image, histogram-equalization can also be applied 
to the image.
k+dw
k+d
k+d
Figure 3.1: Illustration of the extrapolation-update process of tracking
Centerline Identification
As shown in Fig. 3.1, each point of the centerline has three attributes: position 
Pf., direction ûfc, and half width R. The centerline pixel position has two 
components p% andp% (the x  and y  components, respectively). Subscript k is used 
to specify the current iteration in the tracking process; k  is also the distance (in 
pixels) along the centerline measured from the start point. The vessel direction at 
Pit is defined by a unit vector ûfc. This orientation vector has length equal to one
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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pixel; its x  and y  components are denoted by u% and u^, respectively.
Given the current centerline point and direction, the position of the centerline 
point at a distance of d pixels ahead is detected by use of a matched filter. The 
look-ahead distance d is adapted to the current half width R , of the vessel lumen. 
We first extrapolate the current centerline to a point Pk+d- which is at d pixels 
away, along the current centerline direction %  The updated centerline pixel is 
located at
Pfc+d =  Pfc +  d<Xk (3.2)
Centered at this position a density profile vector gt+j is obtained by resampling, 
where Zk+d denotes a vector containing the 2w -\-l pixel gray-scale values along 
a line segment, i.e., gk+d =  [9k+d[^ h+d^] ■ • • -t-1]]"^ . The width of the
search window 2u; -I- 1 is also adapted to the lumen half width R. The density 
profile is obtained along a scanline perpendicular to the current centerline direc­
tion. Because position (pfe+d) and direction (ûjt) of the centerline point are known, 
resamphng is simply done by: 1) computing the position of each point in the scan- 
line; and 2 ) assigning the gray-scale value of the nearest pixel in the original image 
to this point. The ith  element in the density profile vector gjt+d is given by
9k+d[^ =  + { i - w -  l)u%, - { i - w -  l)ul] (3.3)
where G[-, •] denotes the gray-scale value of the resampled pixel and is taken as 
the gray-scale value of the pixel closest to the specified position by rounding off.
Next, matched filtering is performed on ^k+d to identify a new centerline point 
p'k+d- The expected pattern for the vessel cross-sectional density profile h. is as­
sumed to be rectangular in shape with width equal to 2R  4- 1. This assumption
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is based upon the following rationale. First, a rectangular pattern with appro­
priate width generally results in correct identification of the centerline position 
provided that the shape of the cross-sectional density profile is unimodal. Second, 
the assumption of a rectangular pattern  significantly reduces computation in the 
matched filtering as shown below. The ith  element in h is given by
r  1,  Ml <  R
h[i] =   ^ - 1 ,  R < \ i \ < w  (3.4)
[  0 , otherwise.
The vector resulting from convolution between gjt+d and h  is denoted by r, with 
the zth element equal to
2 tt;+ L
’’Ml =  X )  h+db']h[i -  j]  (3.5)
i= i
where i  =  R + l , R  + 2 , . . .  ,2w — R + 1 .  By substituting (3.4) into (3.5) we obtain
i+ R  i - R - l  2v]+l
rH  =  X  9k+d[j] -  { X }  9k+d\j] +  X )  9k+d\J]} (3.6)
j = i —R  j = l  j= i+ R + l.
Notice that the convolution reduces to a simple summation. Next the maximum 
of the convolution result r[m] is determined; the m th  pixel location on the den­
sity profile gfc+d corresponds to the maximum output of the matched filter. The 
updated centerline position is located at
Pk+d +  ( r n - w -  l)u%
. Pk+d — { m - w  — l )u \  _
(3.7)
Edge Detection and Stopping Criterion
The updated centerline position is identified by use of the direction vector 
ûfc, which represents the vessel orientation at a distance of d pixels behind. If 
not corrected, this would become a potential source of error in determining the
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centerline position and, consequently, the tracking path. To improve accuracy, 
first, the direction vector is updated according to
  Pk+d  Pfc rg
' + ' " 1 1  P L . - P .  I I
where || • || denotes the norm of a vector. The resulting direction vector remains 
normalized. Next, the updated density profile gk+d is resampled along a line seg­
ment perpendicular to the updated direction vector Signal level Sk+d is
determined by the average gray level of the 2R  + 1  pixels centered around p^+d
Sk+d =  Y 2 2  9k+d[^ (3.9)
i= w —R + l
The remaining pixel values in the search window are averaged to determine a 
background level Bk+d
2 Ç lu—Ft 2tü+L ^
Bk+d =  «7 _  \  X  9k+d\j] +  X  9k+d\i] > (3.10)
 ^ '  I t= l  i=w+R+2 J
The two edge points ei and eg are identified by searching for the roU-off point
at a density level equal to or great than (Sk+d +  Bk+d) [2 on either side of the 
updated centerline point. This point roughly corresponds to the inflection point 
for a typical vessel cross-sectional density profile. Because the roll-off point is 
determined by an averaging process and using information of the entire density 
profile, this edge detection scheme should be less sensitive to high frequency noise 
than a maximum slope method which employs a differentiation process. Once the 
edge points are identified, the vessel half width (R) is updated.
R  =  (ef -  ef)^ + (el -  4 )^  (3.11)
The final centerline position Pk+d is adjusted to the midpoint between the edges 
as shown in Fig. 3.1. To further improve accuracy, the direction vector is updated
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according to
To identify the contour for the entire incremental section, the resampling and 
edge detection process is repeated for every scanline from fc +  1 to A: -1- d. The 
direction vector at each point is kept the same as While the position of a
centerline point is not confined to the image pixel grid, the distance between any 
two adjacent centerline points is always one pixel.
For better performance, a three-point low-pass filter is applied during the re­
sampling process. This is accomplished by averaging the gray-scale value of each 
point in the scan line with gray-scale value of the two neighboring points from the 
adjacent scan lines
9k+d[i] =  {9k+d-i[i] -I-Qk+dl  ^ +  9k+d+i[i])/^ (3.13)
The percent dynamic range of the signal (7 ) is computed for each cross-sectional 
density profile according to
7k =  —- — • 100% (3.14)
h>jfc
This parameter is used to identify the condition when density of the X-ray con­
trast material along the vessel is approaching the background level. A threshold 
for the percent dynamic range j t ,  is set a priori based upon the imaging qual­
ity. A stopping criterion ”7 * <  j t ” is constantly checked in the tracking process.
The tracking process iterates the detection of incremental vessel sections until the 
stopping criterion is met.
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Spatial Average
The traddng  process generates an N-point description of the vessel contour 
(Cfc; k = i, 2 , . . .  , N) .  Each entry is depicted by the triplet (first edge point, sec­
ond edge point, diameter) Ck =  ( e i ,6 2 ,D ). Sander et al. [13] suggested that, if 
properly implemented, averaging adjacent scan profiles can enhance the precision 
of the vessel diam eter measurements. In this study a low-pass digital filter is used 
to explore the subpixel resolution in  the measurements based on the assumption of 
spatial continuity. W ithout a priori knowledge concerning the frequency charac­
teristics of the vascular structural changes, the following empirical formula is used 
to implement an equally weighted moving average filter
— 21-1-1 X  (3.15)
+ -
where Ck denotes the triplet of the vessel contour description after averaging. The 
filter does not introduce any spatial phase shift due to its symmetrical structure.
Summary
The edge tracking algorithm provides an accurate, reproducible, and fast method 
to identify the vessel contour, that minimizes operator interaction. A major design 
strategy for this algorithm is the full and sole use of local features in the images, 
i.e., the continuity properties of blood vessels. The trade-off by choosing between 
local and global features is computational speed versus robustness. Computational 
efficiency is achieved in this algorithm by: 1) identify vessel contour in one pass; 
and 2) using information in the vicinity of the vessel instead of the whole image. 
Fig. 3.2 shows a typical image with vessel contour high lighted by edge tracking 
process.
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Figure 3.2: Vessel contour detected by edge tracking process
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CHAPTER 4
STENOSIS ANALYSIS 
Introduction
The edge detection or tracking process identifies the vessel contour, and com­
putes the lumen width. The detection of stenotic lumen width and the computation 
of percent diameter stenosis are accomplished either by the automatic searching 
algorithm or by manual identification.
Automatic Mode
An automatic linear search algorithm is developed to detect the stenotic lumen. 
The input of the search algorithm are the arrays of lumen edge coordinates and 
lumen width. First, the process find the minimum lumen width by a linear search. 
Second, 2 0  edge points around the stenotic lumen from each side of vessel contour 
are selected to recalculate the minimum lumen width Dg, this step is useful to 
minimize the intra-operation variability. The third step is to pick the normal 
lumen width. The mean and standard deviation of lumen width are calculated 
first. According to the mean, deviation, and minimum of lumen width, a section 
of vessel contour is selected as normal lumen. The normal lumen width is 
averaged from the section of normal vessel. Finally the percent diameter stenosis
26
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is computed as
% Stenosis = * 100% (4.1)
Wi dthCp i xels)
normal m idth
35 minimum width 5.50568
30 percent stenosis
Z5
20 rmal
15
10
87 10037 50 750 12 25 62
LengthCp ixels)
Figure 4.1: A Typical Coronary Stenosis Analysis Result
Manual Mode
Manual identification of the stenotic lumen is designed to assist the automatic 
search process. Since the selection of normal lumen width is subjective and some-
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times shows significant variance, it is useful to let the operator adjust the selection 
of the normal vessel section. In the manual mode, a section of normal vessel and 
a section containing the stenotic lumen are highlighted by the operator. Then 
and £>s are computed from these two sections, and the % Stenosis is calculated 
according to 4.1.
Results
The following tests were carried out using the edge-tracking process. To test 
the program, coronary arteriograms containing stenotic lumen were used. These 
images were digitized a t  512 x 480 x 8  bit resolution. Images with severity of stenosis 
varying firom 50 to 100 percent were used to test the program. The measured 
versus true values are plotted in Figure 4.2. The program generated accurate 
estimates except for one case when the percent stenosis was greater than 90% 
(corresponding m i n i m u m  width <  3 pixels). The standard error of estimate for the 
percent stenosis was 1.1% without the 90 percent stenosis sample. The measured 
and true quantities were highly correlated (correlation coefficient r > 0.99) as 
shown in Figure 4.2.
Intra-firame variability was assessed by the standard deviation(SD) in repetitive 
measurements of percent stenosis for the same angiographic frame. This variation 
was caused by the following factors. Although vessel tracking and border detection 
were done automatically by the computer, a different start position defined by the 
human operator resulted in a slightly different centerline position and change the 
position where scan lines were taken along the centerline. The scan line positions 
affected the re-sampling result and, therefore, the lumen width measurement. The 
normal lumen width was determined by averaging over a normal vessel section
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Figure 4.2: Measured versus true percent stenosis. Dashed line is the line of 
identity.
adjacent to the stenosis. However, the stenotic lumen width was determined by 
the minimum width in the stenotic section; averaging was not employed because 
the stenotic lumen geometry was often highly irregular and the stenotic section 
was sometimes very short, the  use of a single measurement for stenotic lumen 
width made the process vulnerable to quantization noise.
The stenosis in each coronary arteriogram was measured 20 times and each 
time a different sta rt point was used. The mean and standard deviation of percent 
stenosis measurement for the coronary arteriograms are shown in Table 4. It seems 
that the higher the zoom factor, the lower the standard deviation.
Inter-frame variability was examined for one sequence of 10 images of an an­
giogram. The acquisition rate was 30 frames/s. The epicardium containing the 
coronary artery showed significant motion in this sequence. Thus it was consid­
ered to represent a  worst-case study. Inter-frame variability was computed as the
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Table 4.1: Intra-frame variability of percent stenosis measurements in coronary 
arteriograms (n =  2 0 )
Zoom Factor 2 4 8
Intra-frame mean (%) 49.4 51.3 51.4
Intra-frame SD (%) 1 .1 0.98 0.74
Table 4.2: Inter-frame variability of percent stenosis measurements in a sequence 
of 1 0  angiographic frames
Zoom Factor 2 4 8
Inter-frame mean (%) 48.8 49.4 50.7
Inter-frame SD (%) 3.4 3.5 3.1
standard deviation across the 8  frames. As shown in Table 4, although use of a 
higher zoom factor can reduce the intra-frame variation, it failed to suppress the 
inter-frame variability.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusion
Two automated coronary artery quantitative analysis programs were developed 
in this study. One program based on the Canny edge detector, and the other 
program based on an edge tracking process. The Canny edge detector detected 
the edge points first. Then a search algorithm was applied to identify the vessel 
contour and compute the lumen width. So the edge detection process is actually a 
two pass operation. The disadvantages of edge detection include: 1) more operator 
interaction (the width of the Gaussian kernel used in the smoothing phase, the 
upper and lower thresholds used by the tracker, and the start search point and 
direction for the search algorithm); 2 ) more operation time (time for edge detection, 
and vessel contour identification). In this study the edge tracking algorithm was in 
favor due to its low vaxiabHity and fast analysis time. By preprocessing the image 
(i.e. magnification of sub-region containing the stenotic lumen, and histogram- 
equalization of the image) it is possible to increase the precision and to achieve sub­
pixel resolution. Using a high zoom factor reduced intra-frame variation, but failed 
to suppress the inter-frame variability. The edge tracking process itself proved quite 
applicable in an immediate feedback situation. The operator interface requires 
minimal human interaction using very simple and rapid methods for choosing the 
analysis region. The program itself runs in under 1 second, making results available
31
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very rapidly. It is especially valuable because results may be obtained very quickly 
after angiography, allowing interactive computer coronary quantification while the 
patient is still undergoing catheterization.
Future Recommendations
The edge tracking algorithm at its present state is insufficient to provide a 
complete segmentation when multiple m ajor vessels are present. Furthermore, in­
correct segmentation may occur at the portion of an image where vessel segments 
overlap. To provide complete segmentation and accurate description of vascular 
tree structures, the edge tracking algorithm can be extended or used as follows: 
First, global features of the image may be incorporated to initiate multiple tracking 
processes and to guide the tracking processes through the setting of the start-of- 
search point and determining parameters, especially the look-ahead distance and 
the search window. Second, most ambiguities of the three-dimensional vascular 
structure as observed firom a single view arteriogram can be resolved using infor­
mation firom biplane angiograms.
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coronary. c 
/*
** f i l e :  coronary.c
** fu n ctio n : coronary s te n o s is  a n a ly s is  main f i l e  
**
** author: Yu Zhang 
** d ate: 5 /19 /98  
* /
# in clu d e "coronary.h"
/*  image d isp la y  fu n c tio n  * /  
void  d isp la y (v o id )
in t  i ,  j  ; 
f lo a t  x;
/*  d isp la y  image * /
g lC learC olor(1 .0 ,  1 .0 , 1 .0 , 0 .0 );
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT);
glBegin(GL_POINTS); 
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < h e ig h t; i++) 
fo r  (j  = 0 ;  j < width; j++)
/*  g e t  c o lo r  data, norm alize to  0-1 * /
X = ( f lo a t )  d ata [i*w id th+ j] /  255.0; 
glC olorSfC x, X,  x ) ; /*  s e t  co lor * /
g lV e r te x 2 i( j , i ) ; /*  draw point * /
}
glEndO ; 
glF lu sh O  ; 
glutSw apB uffers0  ;
old_x = -1 ; /*  c le a r  cursor coordinate * /
}
/*  image m agn ifica tion  fu n c tio n , usin g  b i l in e a r  * /  
vo id  m agn ify(in t w, in t  h, unsigned char *data_in , 
unsigned char *d ata_out, in t  fa c to r )
{
in t  X ,  y , k;
fo r  (y = 0 ;  y < h; y++)
fo r  (x = 0; X < w -  1; x++) 
fo r  (k = 0; k < fa c to r ;  k++)
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data_out [(x*factor+k+y*f act or*w=f=f a c to r )]  = 
data_in  i(x+y*w)]
+ k * (d a ta_ in  [ (x+l+y*w) ]
-  d a ta _ in [ (x+y*w)] ) /  fa c to r ;
fo r  (x = 0; X  < w * fa c to r ; x++)
fo r  (y = 0; y < h -  1; y++)
fo r  (k  = 1; k < fa c to r ; k++)
{
dat a_out [ (x+ (y*f act or+k) *w*f a c t  or) ] = 
data_out [ (x+y*f act or*w*f a c t or ) ]
+ k * (d a ta _ou t[(x+ (y+ l)* factor*w *factor)]
-  d ata_ou t[(x+ y*factor*w *factor)]) /  fa c to r ;
>
/*  image histogram  eq u a liza tio n  * /  
vo id  histogram O
in t  i ,  j ,
f  [SCALE]; /*  h istogram  eq u a liza tio n  counter * /
double cdf[SCALE]; /*  histogram  eq u a liza tio n  accumulator * /
/*  histogram  e q u iliz a t io n  * /  
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < SCALE; i++)
f [ i ]  = 0  ; 
c d f [ i ]  = 0 .0 ;
}
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < h eight; i++)
fo r  (j = 0 ;  j < width; j++)
i f  (d ata  [i*w idth+j] >TT) 
f [d a ta [i* w id th + j]]++; 
cdf [0] = (d ou b le)f [0] ;
fo r  ( i  = 1; i  < SCALE; i++) c d f [ i ]  = (double) f [ i ]  + c d f [ i  -  1 ];
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < SCALE; i++) c d f [ i ]  /=  cdf[SCALE -  1];
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < h eight; i++)
fo r  (j = 0 ;  j < w idth; j++)
i f  (d ata  [i*w idth+j] >TT) 
d ata [i*w idth+j ] = (SCALE-1) *cdf [data  [i*w idth+j ] ] ; 
d isp la y 0  ;
/*  image en large data preparation  * /  
vo id  en la rg e()
{
unsigned char *window_data, *window_mdata; 
in t  i ,  j , h s , he, ws, we, w, h ;
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/*  g e t  window coordinate * /
hs = MIN ( s ta r t_ y , end_y) ;
he = MAX(start_y, end_y);
ws = M IN (start_x, end_x) ;
we = MAX (s ta r t_ x , end_x);
w = f lo o r ( ( f lo a t ) ( w e  -  ws) /  8 .0 )  * 8;
h = f lo o r ( ( f l o a t ) ( h e  -  hs) /  8 .0 )  * 8;
/*  a l lo c a te  window data * /
i f  ((window_data= (unsigned chax *)m alloc(h*w) )
== (unsigned  char *)NULL)
f p r in t f  ( s td e r r , "enlarge : ca n ’t  a l lo c  window_data\n") ; 
e x i t (1 );
}
i f  ((window_mdata= (unsigned char *)m alloc (h*FACTOR*w*FACTOR) ) 
== (unsigned  chax *)NULL)
{
f  p r in t f  ( s td e r r , " enlarge : can ’ t  a l lo c  window_mdata\n" ) ; 
e x i t (1 );
}
memset(window_data, 0, h*w) ;
memset(window_mdata, 0, h*FACTOR*w*FACTOR);
/ *  g e t window data * /  
fo r  ( i  = h s; i  < hs + h; i++) 
fo r  (j = ws; j  < ws + w; j++)
w indow _data[(i-hs)*w +j-w s] = d ata [i*w id th + j] ;
/*  c a lc u la te  m agnified window d a ta  * /
m agnify(w, h , window_data, window_mdata, FACTOR);
w *= FACTOR; 
h *= FACTOR;
width = w; 
h eig h t = h;
fr e e (d a ta )  ; 
free(w in d ow _d ata);
/*  s e t  image d ata  to  be m agnified  image d ata  * /  
data = windo w_mdat a ;
}
/ *  OpenGL mouse fu n ctio n  * /
vo id  mouse ( in t  b tn , in t  s t a t e , in t  x , in t  y)
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{
in t  i , j , mi=0, n l= 0 , n2=0; 
f lo a t  nw=0, mw=0, ps=0; 
char 88[80];
/*  g e t  mouse p o s it io n  * /
i f  (btn  == GLUT_LEFT_BUTTON && s ta te  == GLUT DOWN)
{
i f  ( f la g  = = 0 )
f la g  = 1;
s ta r t_ x  = x;
s ta r t_ y  = h e ig h t -  y;
end_x = x;
end_y = h e ig h t -  y;
}
/*  mouse b u tton  r e le a se d  * /
e l s e  i f ( b t n  == GLUT_LEFT_BUTTON && s ta te  == GLUT_UP)
{
f la g  = 0;
/*  image en large * /
i f  (m flag == 1 && s ta r t_ x  != end_x && s ta r t_ y  != end_y) 
en large () ;
glutReshapeWindow(width, h e ig h t ) ; 
d is p la y 0  ;
T *= FACTOR; 
et++;
>
/*  coronary contour track  * /
e ls e  i f  ( t f l a g  == 1 && sta r t_ x  != end_x && sta rt_ y  != end_y)
cc = 0; 
track  () ;
/*  s te n o s is  c a lc u la t io n  * /
S te n o s is (w l, c c , ftps, &nw, &mw, &mi, &nl, &n2);
/*  coronary contour drawing * /  
fo r  (j  = e t;  j  > 0 ;  j — )
nw /=  FACTOR; 
mw /=  FACTOR;
}
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < cc; i++) 
fo r  (j = e t ;  j  > 0 ;  j — ) 
w l[ i]  /=  FACTOR; 
glutSetW indow (w inl);
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d isp la y lO  ;
g lC o lorS f(1 .0 ,  0 .0 ,  0 .0 ) ;  
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
glV ertex2i(50+in i, 250) ; 
glV ertex2i(50+m i, 50) ; 
glEndO ;
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
g lV ertex 2 i(5 0 + n l, 250) ; 
g lV ertex 2 i(5 0 + n l, 50);  
glEndO ;
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
glV ertex2i(50+n2, 250);  
glV ertex2i(50+n2, 5 0 );  
glEndO ;
g lC o lo rS f(0 .0 ,  0 .0 ,  1 .0 );  
s p r in t f ( s s ,  "Normal"); 
g lR a sterP o s2 i(5 0 + n l, 250); 
p r in tS tr in g (s s ) ;
sp r in tf  ( s s ,  "normal, width = %g", nw) ; 
g lR asterP os2 i(150 , 450);  
p r in tS tr in g (s s ) ;
sp r in tf  ( s s ,  "minimum width = %g" , mw) ; 
g lR asterP os2 i(150, 400);  
p r in tS tr in g (s s ) ;
s p r in t f ( s s ,  "percent s te n o s is  = %g%%", ps * 100);
g lR asterP os2 i(150, 350);
p r in tS tr in g (s s ) ;
glF lushO  ;
glutSwapBuffe r s  () ;
glutSetWindow(winO);
}
}
}
/*  OpenGL mouse m otion fu n ction  * /  
void  m otion(in t x , in t  y)
{
i f ( f l a g  = = 1 )
glL ineW idth(2);
glEnable(GL_COLOR_LOGIC_OP);
g lC o lo r S fd .O , 0 .0 ,  0 .0 ) ;
/*  draw a l in e  * /  
i f  ( t f la g  == 1)
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP);  
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , s ta r t_ y ) ;
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g lV ertex 2 i(en d _ x , end_y);
 ^ glEndO ;
/*  draw a box * /  
e l s e  if (m fla g  == 1)
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP) ; 
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , s ta r t_ y )  ; 
g lV ertex 2 i(en d _ x , s ta r t _ y ) ; 
g lV ertex 2 i(en d _ x , end_y); 
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , end_y);
 ^ glEndO ;
/*  draw a l in e  * /  
i f  ( t f l a g  == 1)
{
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , s ta r t_ y )  ; 
g lV e r te x 2 i(x , h e ig h t-y ) ; 
glEndO ;
/*  draw a box * /  
e ls e  i f  (m flag == 1)
{
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP) ; 
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , s t a r t _ y ) ; 
g lV e r te x 2 i(x , s ta r t_ y ) ; 
g lV e r te x 2 i(x , h e ig h t-y );  
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , h e ig h t - y ) ; 
glEndO ;
glDisable(GL_COLOR_LOGIC_OP);
g lF lu sh O  ;
glutSwapBuffersO  ;
end_x = x;
end_y = h eigh t -  y;
glLineW idth(1 );
/*  read in  image f i l e  * /  
void  im a g e file ( )
{
in t  i ,  j ,  pp, 
p la t e ,  /*  c o lo r  p la te  number * /
bm[SCALE] ; /*  .bmp image colormap d ata  * /
char h[54] , /*  .bmp image head 0-53 b yte  * /
*cm; /*  .bmp image colormap d ata  * /
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FILE *fp; /*  f i l e  p o in ter  * /
/*  read image f i l e  * /  
fp  = fopen (fn , "rb"); 
i f  (fp == NULL)
fp r in t f  ( s td e r r , " imagef i l e  : C annot f in d  input f i l e  ’%s ’ ! \n " , f  n) ; 
e x i t ( l )  ;
}
/*  read image f i l e  head, 0-53 byte * / 
i f  (frea d (h , s iz e o f ( c h a r ) , 54, fp ) != 54)
{
fp r in t f  (s td e r r , " im agefile : Input f i l e  i s  not a b i t  map im age!\n") ; 
e x i t (1) ;
>
i f  (hCO] != ’B’ II hCl] != ’M’ )
{
fp r in t f  (s td e r r , " im a g e file : Input f i l e  i s  not a b i t  map im a g e!\n " ); 
e x i t ( l ) ;
}
/*  get width and h eigh t * /
width = h[18] + h[19] * 256;
width = c e i l ( ( f lo a t ) w id t h  /  8 .0 )  * 8;
heigh t = h[22] + h[23] * 256; 
heigh t = h eigh t /  8 * 8;
i f  (h[28] != 8)
{
fp r in t f  (s td e r r , " im agefile: Input f i l e  i s  not a 8 b i t  c o lo r  image!\n"  
e x i t ( l ) ;
>
p la te  = h[46] + h[47] * 256;
/*  p r in tf  ("width = %d, h e ig h t = %d, p la te  = %d\n", w idth, h e ig h t, p la te )  ;* 
i f  (p la te  = = 0 )  
p la te  = 256;
/*  i f  th e  image i s  a 8 b i t  c o lo r  image, read colormap * /  
cm = (char * )m a llo c (p la te  * 4 );
i f  (fread(cm , s iz e o f  (c h a r ), p la te  * 4, fp ) != p la te  * 4)
{
fp r in t f  (s td e r r , " im agefile : Input f i l e  p la te  read ing error ! \n " ) ; 
e x i t (1) ;
>
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < p la te ;  i++)
/*  c a lc u la te  grey s c a le  value * /
bm[i] = ( in t )  (0 .1 1 4  * ( f lo a t )  cm[4*i] +
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0.587 * ( f lo a t )  cm[4*1+1] +
0 .299 * ( f lo a t )  cm[4*1+2] + 0 .5 ) ;  
fr e e (c m );
/*  a llo c a te  data * /
i f  ((data= (unsigned char *)m alloc(w idth*height))  == (unsigned char *)NULL)
fp r in t f ( s td e r r , "im a g e file : can’t  a llo c  data\n") ; 
e x i t ( l )  ;
>
memset(data, 0 , w id th *h eigh t);
/*  read p ix e l data * /
i f  ( f  read (data, s iz e  o f (ch a r), w idth*height, fp ) != w idth * height)
fp r in t f  (std err , " im a g efile : Input f i l e  reading e r r o r !\n " ); 
e x i t ( l ) ;
}
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < h e ig h t;  i++) 
fo r  (j = 0 ;  j  < width; j++)
data [i*width+j ] = bm [data [i*w idth+j ] ] ;
f c l o s e ( f p ) ; /*  c lo se  image f i l e  * /
/*  OpenGL keyboard fu n c tio n  * /
vo id  keyboard (unsigned char key, in t  x , in t  y)
unsigned char *data_out ;
/*  ESC to  qu it * /  
i f  (key==27) e x it (O ) ;
/*  en large whole image FACTOR tim es * /  
i f  (key==’e ’ )
{
/+  a llo c a te  d ata  * /
i f  ( (data_out= (unsigned char * )malloc(width*FACTOR*height*FACTOR) )
==(unsigned char *)NULL)
{
fp r in t f ( s td e r r ," im a g e f i le : can’t  aJ-loc d ata_out\n " ); 
e x it (O ) ;
>
m emset(data_out, 0 , width*FACTOR*height*FACTOR);
m agnify(width, h e ig h t, data, data_out, FACTOR); 
fr e e (d a ta ) ; 
data = data_out; 
width *= FACTOR;
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h eigh t *= FACTOR;
glutReshapeWindow(width, h e ig h t ) ;
d isp la y O  ;
T *= FACTOR; 
et++ ;
>
>
/*  OpenGL reshape fu n c tio n  * /  
void resh a p e(in t w, in t  h)
{
glC learC olor(1 .0 ,  1 .0 , 1 .0 , 0 .0 );  
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT); 
glV iew port(0, 0 , (G L sizei) w, (G L sizei) h) ; 
glMatrixMode(GL_PROJECTION); 
glL oad ld en tityO  ; 
glO rtho(0 , w, 0 , h , - 1 .0 ,  1 .0 );  
glMatrixMode(GL.MODELVIEW); 
glL oad ld en tityO  ;
/♦makeRasterFont O ; 
glShadeModel (GL_FLAT);* /
/*  OpenGL menu fu n c tio n  * / 
void  menu(int item)
{
FILE * f in , * fo u t; 
in t  i ,  j ;
sw itch  (item ) {  
case TRACK_OFF: 
t f l a g  = 1;
glutChangeToMenuEntry(1 , "TRACK.ON", TRACK_ON) ; 
m flag = 0;
glutChangeToMenuEntry (2 , "MAGNIFY_OFF" , MAGNIFY.OFF) ; 
break; 
case TRACK_OM: 
t f l a g  = 0;
glutChangeToMenuEntry(1 , "TRACK_OFF", TRACK.OFF); 
break; 
case MAGNIFY_OFF: 
m flag = 1;
glutChangeToMenuEntry (2 , "MAGNIFY_ON", MAGNIFY.ON) ; 
t f l a g  = 0;
glutChangeToMenuEntry(1, "TRACK_OFF", TRACK.OFF); 
break; 
case MAGNIFY_ON: 
m flag = 0;
glutChangeToMenuEntry (2 , "MAGNIFY_OFF" , MAGNIFY.OFF) ;
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break ; 
case HISTOGRAM: 
histogram () ; 
break; 
case CANNY:
mycannyC L, H, SIGMA, d a ta , w idth, height) ; 
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < height ; i++) 
fo r  (j  = 0 ;  j < width; j++) 
d ata  [i*w idth+j ] = 255 -  d a ta  [i*w idth+j ] ; 
d isp la y O  ; 
break; 
case RELOAD: 
f r e e (d a ta ) ; 
im a g e f ile ( ) ;  
old_x = -1 ;
glutRe shapeWindow(width, he ig h t );  
d isp la y O  ;
fo r  ( i  = e t ;  i  > 0; i — )
T /=  FACTOR; 
e t  = 0; 
break; 
case CLEAN: 
d isp la y O  ;
glutSetW indow(winl) ; 
cc = 0; 
d is p la y 1 ( ) ; 
glutSetWindow(winO); 
break; 
case QUIT: 
e x it (O ) ; 
break;
>
>
/*  OpenGL mouse p assive  m otion fu n c tio n  * / 
v o id  m otion_x_y(int x , in t  y)
char ss[2 0 ] ;
i f  (x >=0 && X < width && y >= 0 && y < h eigh t)
glEnable(GL_COLOR_LOGIC_OP); 
i f  (o ld_x == -1 )
e ls e
{
s p r in t f  ( s s ,  "7,3d, 7,3d", o ld _ x , old_y) ; 
g lC o lo r 3 f(1 .0 ,  1 .0 , 1 .0 );  
g lR a sterP o s2 i(10, 10);
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p r in tS tr in g (s s )  ;
s p r in tf  ( s s ,  "7,3d, 73d", x , h e ig h t -  y) ; 
g lC o lo r3 f(1 .0 , 1 .0 ,  1 .0 ) ;  
g lR asterP os2 i(10 , 10);  
p r in tS tr in g (s s ) ; 
glF lushO  ; 
glntSwapBnffers( ) ;  
glDisable(GL_COLOR_LQGIC_OP) ;
old_x = x; 
old_y = h eigh t -  y;
/*  coronary contour smooth fu n ctio n  * /  
v o id  NewEdge(int x l ,  in t  y l ,  in t  x 2 , in t  y2)
s t a t i c  f lo a t  s i  = 0 , s2  = 0; 
f lo a t  s x l ,  3x2, s y l ,  sy2;
s t a t i c  f lo a t  s x l l  = 0 , s x l2  = 0 , s y l l  = 0 , sy l2  = 0,
sx21 = 0 , sx22 = 0 , sy21 = 0 , sy22 = 0;
s x l  = ( f lo a t )  x l / 4  + s x l l / 2  + s x l2 /4 ;
8x12 = s x l l ;  
s x l l  = ( f lo a t )  x l;
s y l  = ( f lo a t ) y1 /4  + s y l l / 2  + s y l2 /4 ;  
s y l2  = s y l l ;  
s y l l  = ( f lo a t )y l ;
sx2 = ( f lo a t )  x 2 /4  + sx 2 1 /2  + sx2 2 /4 ;  
sx22 = sx21; 
sx21 = ( f lo a t)x 2 ;
sy2 = ( f lo a t )  y 2 /4  + sy 2 1 /2  + sy22 /4 ;  
sy22 = sy21; 
sy21 = (f lo a t)y 2 ;
sxCcc] = sx l;  sy [cc] = s y l;
ex [cc ] = sx2; ey [cc] = sy2;
i f  (cc  > 1)
{
g lP o in tS iz e (3 .0 ) ;  
g lC o lo r3 f(1 .0 , 0 .0 ,  0 .0 )  ; 
glBegin(GL_POINTS) ; 
g lV ertex 2 i( ( i n t ) s x l , ( i n t ) s y l ) ; 
g lV ertex 2 i( ( in t ) s x 2 , ( in t )sy 2 )  ; 
glEndO ;
g lP o in tS iz e ( l .O ) ;
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>
w l[cc++] = ( f lo a t )  sqrtC ( s x l  -  sx2) * ( s x l  -  sx2)
+ ( s y l  -  sy2) * (sy l -  sy 2 ));
 ^ / * f p r in t f  (std err , "wl[%d] = %f\n", c c -1 , w l[c c - l]  ) ;* /
/*  main fu n ctio n  * /
v o id  main ( in t  argc, char **argv)
i f  (argc < 2)
{
p r in tf  ("Usage: %s <input filen am e> \n " , arg v [0]) ; 
e x it  (1 );
>
fn  = argvCl] ;
/*  g e t  th resh o ld  value fo r  edge d e tec t
p r in tf(" In p u t threshold  value fo r  edge d e tec t  : T, TT, L, H, SIGMA\n"); 
scanf("%d, %d, %d, %d, %g", &T, &TT, &L, &H, &SIGMA);*/
/ *  g e t  T and TT
p rin tf(" In p u t threshold  value fo r  edge d e te c t  : T, TT\n"); 
sca n f ("7.d, %d", &T, &TT) ;* /
/*  i n i t i a l  values * /
T = 10;
TT = 0 
L = 10;
H = 100;
SIGMA = 1 .5 ;  
im a g e f i le ( fn ) ; 
e t  = 0;
/*  i n i t i a l  openGL * /  
g lu tln it (fe a r g c , a rg v );
glutln itD isplayM ode (GLUT.DOUBLE I GLUT_RGB I GLUT.DEPTH) ; 
glutln itW indow Size(w idth, h e ig h t) ; 
glutIn itW indow P osition(0, 0) ; 
winO = glutCreateW indow(argv[l] ) ; 
glutReshapeFunc (reshape) ; 
glutM otionFunc(m otion); 
g lu tP as s iveMotiouFunc (motion_x_y) ; 
glutMouseFunc(mouse); 
glutKeyboardFunc (keyboard) ; 
glutD isplayFunc (d isp lay) ; 
glutCreateMenu(menu) ;
glutAddMeniiEntry ( " TRACK_OFF " , TRACK_OFF) ; 
glutAddMenuEntry ( "MAGNFY_OFF", MAGNIFY_OFF) ; 
glutAddMenuEntry("HISTOGRAM" , HISTOGRAM) ;
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glutAddMenuEntry ("CANNY", CANNY); 
glutAddMenuEntry( "RELOAD", RELOAD); 
glutAddMenuEntry("CLEAN", CLEAN); 
glutAddMenuEntry( "Quit", QUIT); 
g lu tA tt achMenu ( GLUT_RIGHT_BUTTON) ; 
glLogicOp(GL_XOR);
/*  s te n o s is  r e s u lt s  window * /
glutln itD isp layM ode (GLUT_DOUBLE I GLUT.RGB I GLUT.DEPTH) ;
g lutln itW indow Size(5 0 0 , 5 0 0 ) ;
g lu tIn itW indow P osition(640, 0) ;
w in l = glutCreateW indow(argv[l] ) ;
glutReshapeFunc (reshape 1) ;
glutM otionFunc(m otionl) ;
glutMouseFunc(mouse1) ;
glutKeyboardFunc (keyboardl) ;
glutD isplayFunc (d isp lay  1) ;
glutCreateMenu(menul) ;
glutAddMenuEntryC'CLEAN", CLEAN) ;
glutAddMenuEntry("Quit", QUIT);
glutAttachMenu(GLUT_RIGHT_BUTTON) ;
glLogicOp(GL_XOR);
glutMainLoopO ;
f o n t . c
I*
** f i l e  : f o n t . c 
** fu n ctio n : make fon ts  
** author: Yu Zhang 
** d ate: 5 /5 /9 8  
*/
#include "font.h"
void makeRasterFont(void) / *  make fon ts  * /
{
GLuint i ;
g lP ix e lS to r e i  (GL_UNPACK_ALIGNMENT, 1) ;
fo n tO ffse t  = glG enLists (128); 
fo r  ( i  = 32; i  < 127; i++) {  
g lN ew L ist(i+ fo n tO ffse t, GL_COMPILE); 
glBitm ap(8 , 13, 0 . 0 ,  2 . 0 ,  1 0 . 0 ,  0 . 0 ,  r a s t e r s [ i - 3 2 ] );  
glE ndL istO  ;
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v o id  printStringC char *s) /*  p r in t  fo n ts  * /
g lP u sh A ttrib  (GL_LIST_BIT) ; 
g lL is tB a se (fo n tO ffse t);
g lC a l lL i s t s ( s t r l e n ( s ) , GL_UNSIGNED_BYTE, (GLubyte *) s ) ; 
glP opA ttrib  () ;
mycanny. c
/*
** f i l e  : mycanny. c 
** fu n ctio n : canny edge d e te c to r  
**
** author: Yu Zhang 
** date : 5 /1 9 /9 8  
* /
#include "mycanny.h"
double gauss(double x , double sigma)
i f  (sigma == 0 .0 )  return  0 .0 ;
return  exp ( (-x*x) /  (2*sigma*sigma) ) ; /*  (sq r t  (2*M_PI) * sigma) ; + /
double meanGauss (double x , double sigma)
{
return  (gau ss(x ,sig m a )+ g a u ss(x + 0 .5 , s ig m a)+ gau ss(x -0 .5 , sigm a))/3 .0 /(M _P I * 2.
double dGauss(double x , double sigma)
{
retu rn  -x /(sigm a*sigm a)*gau ss(x , sigm a);
>
double norm(double x , double y )
{
return  sq r t(x * x + y * y );
}
vo id  smoothing ( in t  f i l t e r _ w id th , double *gau, unsigned char *data, in t  c o ls ,  
double *smx, double *smy)
{
in t  i ,  j ,  k; 
double t l ,  t2 ;
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fo r  ( i  = f i l t e r _ w id th - l; i  < c o ls - f i lt e r _ w id th + l;  i++) 
fo r  ( j  = f i l t e r _ w id th - l;  j  < ro w s-f ilte r _ w id th + l ; j++)
t l  = t2  = (doub le)dataC i+ j*cols] * gau [0] ; 
fo r  (k = 1; k < f i l t e r _ w id tb - l  ; k++)
{
t2  += (double) (d a ta [i-k + j* co ls ]  + d a ta [i+ k + j* co ls] ) * gau[k] ; 
t l  += (double) (d a ta [ i+ (j -k )* c o ls ]  + d a ta [i+ (j+ k )* co ls ]  ) * gauCk] ;
sm x [i+ j* co ls] = t l ;  
sm y [i+ j* co ls] = t2;
/* fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < c o ls ;  i++) 
fo r  ( j  = 0 ;  j < rows; j++)
d a ta [ i+ j* c o ls ]  = (iu t)u orm (sm x[i+ j*co ls] , sm y[i+ j*cols] ) ;* /
vo id  d if f e r e u t ia t io u ( iu t  f i l t e r _ w id tb , double *dgau, unsigned char *d ata , in  
double *smx, double *smy, double *dx, double *dy)
in t  i ,  j ,  k; 
double t l ,  t2 ;
fo r  ( i  = f ilte r _ w id th ;  i  < c o I s - f i l t e r _ w id th ; i++)
fo r  (j  = f i l t e r .w id th ;  j < r o w s -f i lte r .w id th ;  j++)
t l  = t2  = 0 .0 ;
fo r  (k = 1; k < f i l t e r _ w id th -l ; k++)
{
t l  += (sm x[i-k + j*co ls] -  sm x[i+k+j*cols] ) * dgau[k] ;
t2  += (smy [i+  ( j-k ) *co ls] -  smy [i+  ( j  +k) * c o ls ]  ) * dgauCk] ;
>
d x [i+ j* c o ls ]  = t l ;  
d y [i+ j* c o ls ]  = t2;
/* fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < c o ls  ; i++) 
fo r  ( j  = 0 ;  j  < rows; j++)
d a ta [ i+ j* c o ls ]  = (in t)n o rm (d x [i+ j* co ls] , dy [ i+ j* c o ls ]  ) ; * /
>
vo id  non_ma%_suppress ( in t  f  i l t  e r .w id th , unsigned char *data, in t  c o ls ,  in t  r  
double *d%, double *dy, double *mag, double *ori)
{
in t  i ,  j ;
double t ,  g c , gn, g s , gw, g e , gnw, gne, gsw, g se , ux, uy, go;
fo r  ( i  = filter_ w id th + 2 ; i  < c o ls - f i l t e r _ w id t h -2 ; i++) 
fo r  ( j  = f  i l t  er_width+2 ; j  < row s-f i lte r _ w id th -2  ; j++)
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{
gc = norm (dx[i+j*cols] , dy [ i+ j* c o ls ]  ) ; 
ux = d x [i+ j* c o ls ]  ; 
uy = d y [i+ j  * c o l s ] ;
gu = n o n a C d x [i+ (j-i)* co ls] , d y [ i+ ( j - l ) * c o l s ]  ) ; 
gs = norm (dxC i+(j+ l)*cols] , d y [ i+ ( j + l )* c o ls ] ) ; 
gw = n orm (d x[i-l+ j*co ls] , d y [ i- i+ j* c o ls ]  ) ; 
ge = norm (dx[i+ l+ j*co ls+ l] , d y [ i+ l+ j* c o ls ] )  ; 
gnw = n o rm (d x C i-l+ (j-l)* co ls] , d y [ i - l+ ( j - l ) * c o l s ]  ) ; 
gne = n o rm (d x [i+ l+ (j-l)* co ls ]  , d y C i+ l+ (j- l)* c o ls ]  ) ; 
gsw = n o rm (d x [i-l+ (j+ l)* co ls]  , d y [ i- l+ ( j + l ) * c o ls ]  ) ; 
g se  = norm (dxC i+l+(j+ l)*cols] , d y [ i+ l+ ( j + l)* c o ls ] ) ; 
i f  (ux*uy > 0 )
{
i f  (fa b s (ux) < fabs(uy))
i f  ((go  = fab s(u y*gc)) < fabs(ux*gse+  (uy-ux)*gs) II
go <= fab s (ux*gnw+(uy-ux) *gn) )
con tin u e;
>
e ls e
{
i f  ((go  = fab s(u x*gc)) < fabs(uy*gse+  (ux-uy)*ge) II
go <= fab s (uy*gnw+(ux-uy) *gw) )
con tin u e;
>
>
e ls e
{
i f  ( f  abs (ux) < fabs(uy))
{
i f  ((go  = fab s(u y*gc)) < fabs(ux*gne-(uy+ux)*gn) I I 
go <= fab s (ux*gsw-(uy+ux) *gs ) ) 
continue ;
}
e ls e
{
i f  ((go  = fabs(ux*gc)) < fabs(uy*gne-(ux+uy)*ge) II 
go <= fab s (uy*gsw-(ux+uy) *gw) ) 
continue ;
>
>
/ * i f  (dx [ i+ j* c o ls ]  *dy [ i+ j* c o ls ]  > 0)
{
go = (1 -  uy) * gs + (ux -  1 + uy) * gse + (1 -  ux) * ge; 
i f  (gc < go)
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continue;
go = (1 -  uy) * gn + (ux -  1 + uy) * gne + (1 -  ux) * gw;
i f  (gc < go)
continue;
>
e ls e
{
go = (1 -  uy) * gs + (ux -  1 + uy) * gsw + (1 -  ux) * gw; 
i f  (gc < go) 
continue ;
go = (1 -  uy) * gn + (ux -  1 + uy) * gne + (1 -  ux) * ge;
i f  (gc < go)
continue;
} * /
t  = gc * MAG.SCALE;
m ag[i+ j*cols] = ( t  < 256 ? t  : 255) ;
o r i[ i+ j* c o ls ]  = a ta n 2 (u y , ux) * ORI.SCALE;
}
/* fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < c o ls ;  i++)
fo r  (j  = 0 ;  j  < rows; j++)
data [i+ j * co ls] = ( in t  ) mag [i+ j * co ls] ;* /
in t  m yfo llow (int i ,  in t  j , in t  low , unsigned chax *data, in t  c o ls ,  in t  rows, 
{
in t  k, 1; 
char f la g ;
i f  ( ! d a ta [ i+ j* c o ls ] )
d a ta [i+ j* c o ls ]  = ( i n t )mag[i+j *c o i s ] ; 
f la g  = 0;
fo r  (k = i - 1 ;  k <= i+1; k++)
{
fo r  (1 = j -1 ;  1 <= j+1; 1++)
i f  ( ! (1 == j && k == i )  && m ag[k+l*cols] >= low)
if(m y fo llo w (k , 1 , low , d ata , c o ls ,  rows, mag, o r i ) )
f la g  = 1; 
break;
}
>
}
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i f  ( f la g )  
break;
}
retu rn (1 );
}
e ls e
retu rn (0 );
>
void  ed ge_th resh oId ing( in t  low, in t  h igh , unsigned char *data, in t  c o ls ,  in t  
in t  i ,  j ;
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < c o ls ;  i++)
fo r  ( j  = 0 ;  j  < rows; j++)
d a ta [i+ j * c o ls ]  = 0;
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < c o ls ;  i++)
fo r  ( j  = 0 ;  j  < rows; j++)
if(m a g [i+ j * c o ls ]  >= high)
m y fo llo w (i, j ,  low , data, c o l s ,  rows, mag, o r i)  ;
void  mycanny ( in t  low, in t  h ig h , double sigm a, unsigned char *data, in t  c o ls ,  
in t  i ,  f i l t e r .w id t h ;
double gau[MAX_FILTER_SIZE] , dgau[MAX_FILTER_SIZE] ; 
double *smx, *smy, *dx, *dy, *mag, *ori;
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < MAX_FILTER_SIZE; i++)
{
g au [i] = meanGauss( (d o u b le )i, sigma); 
i f  (g a u [i]  > 0 .005  II i  < 2)
dgau[i] = dGauss( (d o u b le ) i , sigm a);
e ls e
{
f i l t e r .w id t h  = i  + 1; 
break;
>
p r in tf  ("gau [%d] = %g\tdgau[%d] = %g\n", i ,  g a u [ i ] , i ,  dgau [ i]  ) ;
>
if((sm x  = (double * )m a llo c (s izeo f(d o u b le )* co ls* ro w s)) == NULL)
{
p r in tf (" A llo c a t io n  of smx e r r o r ! \n " ); 
e x i t ( l )  ;
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>
i f  ( (smy = (double *)m aLlloc(sizeof (double)*cols*row s) ) == NULL)
p r in tf  (" A lloca tion  o f smy error !\n") ; 
e x i t (1);
>
sm o o th in g (f ilte r .w id th , gau, data, c o ls ,  rows, smx, smy) ;
i f  ((dx = (double *) m alloc (s iz e o f  (double) *cols*row s) ) == NULL)
{
p r in tf  (" A lloca tion  of dx error i\n " );  
e x i t ( l )  ;
>
i f  ( (dy = (double * )m a llo c(sizeo f(d o u b le)* co ls* ro w s) ) == NULL)
p r in tf  ("A llocation  o f dy error !\n") ; 
e x i t ( l )  ;
>
d if f e r e n t ia t io n ( f i l t e r .w id t h ,  dgau, data, c o ls ,  rows, smx, smy, dx, d y ) ; 
free (sm x ); 
free (sm y );
i f  ( (mag = (double * )m a llo c (s iz e o f  (double) *cols*row s) ) == NULL)
p r in tf  (" A llocation  of mag error !\n") ; 
e x i t ( l )  ;
>
i f  ( (o r i = (double * )m a llo c (s iz e o f  (double)*cols*row s) ) == NULL)
{
p r in tf  ("A llocation  o f o r i  error !\n") ; 
e x i t ( l )  ;
>
n o n .m a x .su p p ress(filte r .w id th , data, c o ls ,  rows, dx, dy, mag, o r i)  ; 
f r e e (d x ) ; 
f r e e (d y ) ;
ed g e .th resh o ld in g d o w , h igh , data, c o ls ,  rows, mag, o r i)  ;
tr a c k . c
/*
** f i l e :  tr a c k . c
** fu nction : edge track  fu nction  
** author: Yu Zhang 
** date : 5 /5 /9 8  
* /
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#include " track .h,"
/*  return angle o f cen ter lin e  d ir e c t io n  * /  
double A ngle(double dx, double dy)
double th e ta ;
i f  (dx == 0 && dy > 0) 
th e ta  = M_PI /  2; 
e ls e  i f  (dx == 0 && dy < 0) 
th e ta  = 3 * M_PI /  2; 
e ls e  
{
th e ta  = atan(dy /  d x ); 
i f  (dx < 0) 
th e ta  = M_PI + th eta ;
e ls e  i f  (dy < 0) 
th e ta  = 2 * M_PI + th eta ;  
e lse
>
return th e ta ;
>
/*  ca lcu la te  G * /
void  D e n s ity P r o file ( in t  *G, in t  *gx, in t  *gy, in t  w, 
in t  px, in t  py, double dx, double dy)
in t  i;
fo r  ( i  = 1; i  <= 2 * w + 1; i++)
{
g x [i]  = ( i n t ) ( (double) px 
+ (d o u b le )( i -  w -  1) * d y ) ;
g y [i]  = ( in t  ) ( (double ) py 
-  (d o u b le )( i -  w -  1) * dx) ; 
i f  (g x [ i]  >= width) 
g x [ i]  = width -  1;
i f  (g x [ i]  < 0) 
gxCi] = 0;
i f  ( ^ [ i ]  >= h eigh t)  
g y [ i]  = h eigh t -  1;
i f  (g y [ i]  < 0) 
gyCi] = 0;
G[i] = (dataCgx [ i]  +width*gy [ i]  ]
+ data [ ( in t )  (gx [ i]  +dx) +width* ( in t )  (g y [i]+ d y )]
+ data [ ( in t )  (gx [ i]  -dx) + w idth*(in t) (gy [ i ]  -dy) ] ) / 3 ;  
/*G [i] = data  [gx [ i]  +width*gy [ i]  ] ; * /
}
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/*  f in d  min_i * /
vo id  ConvolutionCint *G, in t  R, in t  w, in t  *min_i)
{
in t  i ,  j ,  rCSIZE], r l ,  r2 , r3 , min.r;
/*  con volu tion  o f G and h * /
f o r  ( i = R + l ;  i < = 2 * w - R + l ;  i++)
{
r l  = 0;
fo r  (j  = i  -  R; j  <= i  + R; j++) 
r l  += G[j] ;
r2  = 0;
fo r  (j  = 1 ;  j <= i  -  R -  1; j++) 
r2 += G[j] ;
r3 = 0;
fo r  (j = i  + R + 1; j  <= 2 * w + 1 ;  j++) 
r3 += G[j] ;
r [ i ]  = r l  -  r2 -  r3;
}
/*  f in d  minimun o f th e  con volu tion  r e s u lt  of r  * /  
*min_i = R + 1; 
min_r = r  [*min_i] ;
fo r  ( i  = R + 1; i  <= 2 * w -  R + 1; i++) 
i f  ( r [ i ]  < m in .r)
{
m in.r = r [ i ]  ;
*min_i = i ;
>
>
/*  f in d  up_i and d ow n.i, c a lc u la te  gama * /  
v o id  EdgeD etectionCint *G, in t  R, in t  w, in t  m in .i ,  
in t  *up_i, in t  *down_i, double *gama)
in t  r l ,  r2 , r3 , i ;  
double Skd, Bkd;
/*  c a lc u la te  s ig n a l l e v e l  and background l e v e l  * /  
r l  = 0;
fo r  ( i  = w -  R + 1; i  <= w + R + 1; i++) 
r l  += G [ i]  ; 
r2  = 0;
fo r  ( i  = 1; i  <= w -  R; i++) 
r2 += G[i] ; 
r3 = 0;
fo r  ( i  = w + R + 2 ; i < = 2 * w  + 1 ;  i++)
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r3 += G [i] ;
Skd = (double) r l  /  (double) (2 * R + 1);
Bkd = ( (d oub le)r2  + (double)r3) /  (double) (2 * (w -  R) ) ;
/*  f in d  two edge p o in ts  * /
*up_i = m in .i;
fo r  ( i  = m in_i; i  <= 2 * w + 1; i++) 
i f  (G [i] >= (Skd + Bkd) /  2)
{
*up_i = i ;  
break;
>
*down_i = m in .i;  
fo r  ( i  = m in_i; i  > 0; i — ) 
i f  (GCi] >= (Skd + Bkd) /  2)
{
*down_i = i ;  
break;
>
*gama = (Bkd -  Skd) /  Bkd;
/*  main track  c e n te r lin e  fu n c tio n  * /  
v o id  tra ck 0  
{
in t  i ,  px, py, m in _ i, u p _ i, d ow n .i, G [SIZE] , gx[SIZE] , gy[SIZE], 
RO, Kd = 2 , Kw = 2 , R, w, d , outofrange = 0 ,  c = 0;  
double dx, dy, sq  = 0 .0 ,  gama = 0 .0 ,  d istan ce = 0 .0 ,  
t t ,  th e ta , m in .w idth , m in .th eta ;  
typedef s tr u c t  l i s t  {  
in t  px; 
in t  py; 
double dx; 
double dy; 
double width;
>LIST;
LIST buf [2 ];
in t  cur = 0 , nxt = 1;
in t  c u t .p o in ts  = 0;
double t s ,  t e ,  t ,  r s ,  r e , r ,  od;
/*  c lea r  the b u ffe r  memory*/ 
memset( b u f, 0 ,  s i z e o f ( LIST )*2  ) ;
/*  get i n i t i a l  v e s s e l  radius * /
RO = T/2;
/*  get i n i t i a l  c e n te r lin e  p o s it io n  * /
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buf [cu r].p x  = s ta r t .x ;  
b u f[cu r ] .p y  = s ta r t .y ;
/+  s e t  R, d, W * /
buf [cur] . width = (double) (2 * RO) ;
R = ( in t)b u f  [cur] .w idth /  2;
d = Kd * R /  2;
w = Kw * R;
i f  (R <= 1 I I 2 * w + 1 > SIZE)
return;
/*  c a lc u la te  i n i t i a l  c e n te r lin e  d ir e c t io n  * / 
sq  = sq r t ( (sta r t_ x  -  end_x) * (s ta r t_ x  -  end.x)
+ (sta r t_ y  -  end .y) * ( s t a r t .y  -  end_y) ) ;
i f  (sq  == 0) 
return;
buf [cur] . dx = (double) (end_x -  start_x ) /  sq;
buf [cur] . dy = (double) (end_y -  start_y ) /  sq;
/*  a d ju st i n i t i a l  c e n te r lin e  p o s it io n  * /
D en sityP rofile (G , gx, gy , w, buf [cur] .px, b u f[cu r ].p y , b u f[cu r ].d x , b u f[cu  
Convolution(G, R, w, fem in .i);
EdgeDetection(G, R, w, m in .i ,  &up_i, &down_i, fegama);
buf [cur] . width = sqrt ( (gx [up_i] -  gx [down.i] ) * (gx [up_i] -  gx[down_i])
+ (gy[up_i] -  gy [down.i] ) * (gy[up_i] -  gy[dow n_i]))
buf [cur] . px = gx[(up_i + dow n.i) /  2] ;
buf [cur] .py = gy[(up_i + dow n.i) /  2] ;
/*  s e t  R, d, W * /
R = ( in t )  (buf [cur] .width /  2 .0 ) ;
d = Kd * R /  2;
w = Kw * R;
i f  (R <= 0 1 I 2 * w + 1 > SIZE)
return;
/*  ad ju st i n i t i a l  c e n te r lin e  p o in t d ir e c tio n  * /
th e ta  = Angle ((double) (en d .x  -  s ta r t_ x ) , (double) (end_y -  s ta r t_ y ) ) ; 
m in.w idth = buf [cur] .w idth; 
m in .th e ta  = theta;
fo r  ( t t  = th e ta  -  M_PI /  12; t t  <= th eta  + M_PI /  12; t t  = t t  + M_PI /  72) 
{
b u f[c u r ] .dx = c o s ( t t ) ; 
b u f[c u r ] .dy = s i n ( t t ) ;
D en sityP rofile(G , gx, g y , w, buf [cu r].p x , b u f[c u r ] .p y , buf [cu r].d x , b u f[ 
Convolution(G, R, w, &min_i);
EdgeDetection(G, R, w, m in .i ,  &up_i, &down_i, fegama);
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buf [cur] . width. = sq r t((g x [u p _ i]  -  gx[down_i]) * (gx[up_i] -  gx[dow n_i])
+ (gy[up_i] -  gy[down_i]) * (gy[up_i] -  gy[down_i] 
i f  (buf [cur] .w idth  < m in.width)
{
m in.width = b u f[c u r ] .w idth; 
min th e ta  = t t ;
}
>
buf [c u r ] .dx = co s(m iu _ th eta ); 
buf [cur] . dy = sin (m in _th eta ) ;
/*  begin  tra ck in g  c e n te r lin e  * /  
do {
memset( & buf[nxt], 0 , s i z e o f ( LIST ) ) ;
/*  s e t  ad ap tive R, d , w * /
R = ( in t ) (b u f  [cur] .w idth /  2 );  
d = Kd * R /  2; 
w = Kw * R;
/*  ex tra p o la te  current c e n te r lin e  p o s it io n  to  n ex t c en te r lin e  p o s it io n  *
px = ( in t )  ((d o u b le )buf [cur] .px + (double)d * buf [cur] .dx) ;
py = ( in t )  ((d o u b le )buf [cur] .py + (double)d * buf [cur] .dy) ;
buf [nxt] .px = px;
buf [nxt] .py = py;
/*  check i f  n ex t cen te r lin e  p o s it io n  i s  out o f range * / 
i f  (px >= w idth I I px < 0 II py >= height I I py < 0
II R <= 0 II 2 * w + 1 > SIZE) 
outofrange = 1; 
e ls e
D ensityProf i l e  (G, gx, gy, w, px, py, buf [cur] .dx, buf [cur] . dy) ; 
Convolution(G, R, w, &min_i) ;
/*  update c e n te r lin e  p o s it io n  * /
px = ( in t )  ((d ou b le  )px + (double) (m in .i -  w -  1) * buf [cur] . dy) ;
py = ( in t )  ( (double) py -  (double) (min_i -  w -  1) * buf [cur] . dx) ;
/*  update c e n te r lin e  d ir e c t io n  * /
sq = sqrt ( (px -  buf [cur] .px) * (px -  buf [cur] .px)
+ (py -  buf[cur] .py) * (py -  b u f[c u r ] .py) ) ;
i f  (sq  == 0)
re tu rn ; 
e ls e
dx = (double) (px -  buf [cur] .px) /  sq;
dy = (double) (py -  buf [cur] .py) /  sq;
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d ista n ce  = sq rt ( (dz -  buf [eux] .dx) * (dx -  buf [cur] .dx)
+ (dy -  buf [cur] . dy) * (dy -  buf [cur] . dy) ) ; 
i f ( d is t a n c e  > 0 .8 )
{
px = buf [nxt] . px ; 
py = buf [nxt] .py; 
dx = buf [cur] . dx ; 
dy = buf [c u r ] .d y ; 
b u f[n x t] .d x  = dx; 
buf [n x t] .d y  = dy;
}
e ls e
{
b u f[n x t] .p x  = px; 
b u f[n x t] .p y  = py; 
b u f[n x t] .d x  = dx; 
buf [n x t] .d y  = dy;
D en sity P ro file (G , gx , gy, w, px, py, dx, d y );
Convolution(G , R, w, fem in .i);
>
>
EdgeD etection(G , R, w, m in .i, &up_i, fedown.i, fegama) ;
/*  update v e s s e l  width * /
buf [nxt] .w idth = sq r t((g x [u p _ i]  -  gx [dow n.i] ) * (gx[up_i] -  gx [down.i]
+ (gy[up_i] -  gy[dow n_i]) * (gy[u p _i] -  gy [down.
/*  update c e n te r lin e  p o s it io n  * /  
px = g x [ (u p .i  + dow n.i) /  2] ; 
py = g y [ (u p .i  + dow n.i) /  2] ;
/*  update c e n te r lin e  d ir e c t io n  * /
sq = s q r t ( (px -  b u f[cu r].p x ) * (px -  b u f[cu r].p x )
+ (py -  buf [cur] .py) * (py -  buf [cur] .py)) ; 
i f  (sq  == 0) 
r e tu r n ; 
e ls e  
{
dx = (d oub le)(px  -  buf [cur] .px) /  sq; 
dy = (double) (py -  buf [cur] .py) /  sq;
d ista n c e  = sq rt ((dx -  buf [cur] .dx) * (dx -  buf [cur] . dx)
+ (dy -  buf [cur] .dy) * (dy -  buf [cur] .dy)) ;
i f  (d is ta n c e  < 0 .8 )
{
buf [n x t] .p x  = p x; 
buf [n x t] .p y  = p y ; 
buf [n x t] .d x  = dx; 
buf [n x t] .d y  = d y ;
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>
>
d = Cint) sq rt ((b u f [nxt] .px -  buf [cur] .px)
* (buf [nxt] .px -  buf [cur] .px)
+ (buf [nxt] .py -  buf [cur] .py)
* (buf [nxt] .py -  buf [cur] .py)) ;
t e  = Angle (buf [nxt] .dx, buf [nxt] .dy) ; 
t s  = Angle (buf [cur] . dx, buf [cur] . dy) ; 
t  = t e  -  t s ;  
i f  ( t  > M_PI) 
t  -=  2 * M_PI; 
e ls e  i f  ( t  < -M_PI) 
t  += 2 * M_PI; 
t  /=  (double)d; 
re = buf [n x t] .w id th  /  2 .0; 
rs = buf [cu r].w id th  /  2 .0  
r = (re -  r s )  /  (double)d; 
od = buf [cu r].w id th ;
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  <= d && outofrange == 0; i++)
R = ( in t )  (r s  + (double) i  * r) ; 
w = Kw * R;
th e ta  = t s  + (double) i  * t ;
px = ( in t )  ((double)buf [cur] .px + (double) i  * buf [nxt] .dx) ;
py = ( in t )  ((double) buf [cur] .py + (double) i  * buf [n x t] . dy ) ;
Dens ity P ro f i l e  (G, gx, gy, w, px, py, cos ( t h e t a ) , s in (th e ta )  ) ; 
Convolution(G , R, w, &min_i);
EdgeD etection(G , R, w, m in .i ,  &up_i, &down_i, fegama);
/*m in_width = sqrt ( (gx [up_i] -  gx [dow n.i]) * (gx [u p .i] -  gx [down.i] )
+ (g y [u p .i]  -  gy [dow n.i]) * (g y [u p .i] -  gy [down.i] )
m in .th et a  = t h e ta ;
fo r  ( t t  = th e ta  -  M PI /  12; t t  <= th e ta  + M.PI /  12; t t  = t t  + M.PI 
{
dx = c o s ( t t ) ; 
dy = s i n ( t t ) ;
D en sity P ro file (w , px, py , dx, d y ) ;
C onvolution(R , w, fem in .i);
EdgeD etection(R , w, m in .i ,  feup .i, fedown.i, fegama);
d is ta n c e  = sq rt ((gx [u p .i]  -  gx [down.i] ) * (g x [u p .i]  -  gx [down.i] )
+ (gy [u p .i]  -  gy [dow n.i]) * (g y [u p .i] -  gy [down.i] 
i f  (d is ta n ce  < m in.width)
{
m in.w idth = d istan ce;  
m in .th e ta  = t t ;
}
}
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D en sityP rofi l e (w, px, py, c o s (m in .th e ta ) , s in  (m in .th e ta )); 
C onvolution(R, w, fem in .i);
EdgeDete e t  ion (R , w, m in .i ,  feup.i, fedown.i, fegama);* /
d is ta n ce  = sq r t ((gx  [u p .i]  -  gx [down.i] ) * (gx [u p .i] -  gx [down.i] )
+ (gyQ ip .i] -  gy [dow n.i]) * (g y [u p .i]  -  g y [d o w n .i]))  
i f ( d is t a n c e  > 1.7 * od II d ista n ce  * 1.7  < od) 
outofrange = 1; 
od = d ista n ce;
 ^ NewEdge (gx [u p .i]  , g y [u p .i]  , gx [down.i] , gy [down.i] );
cur = nxt; 
nxt = (nxt+l)%2;
}
y  w hile (gama > GAMA fefe (buf [cur] . width /  2) > 0 fefe 
outofrange == 0);
return;
}
/*  percent s te n o s is  ca lc u la tio n  * /
void  S te n o s is ( f lo a t  * s l ,  in t  p c , f lo a t  *ps,
f l o a t  *nw, f lo a t  *mw, in t  *mi, in t  * n l, in t *n2)
{
in t  i ,  j ,  s i ,  e j ;  
f lo a t  VC = 0 .0 ;  
f lo a t  mw = 0 .0 ;  
f lo a t  Inw = 0 .0 ;  
f lo a t  d is ta n c e  ;
i f  (LCUT + ROUT > pc) 
return;
*mw = s i  [LCUT] ;
*mi = LCUT;
fo r  ( i  = LCUT; i  < pc-RCUT; i++)
{
VC += s l [ i ]  ; 
i f  ( s l [ i ]  < *mw)
{
*mi = i ;
*mw = s i [ i ] ;
}
}
fo r  ( i  = *mi -  10; i  < *mi + 10; i++) 
fo r  (j  = *mi -  10; j < *mi + 10; j++) 
i f  ( (d is ta n c e  =
sqrt ( ( sx  [ i ]  - e x  [ j ] ) * ( s x  [ i]  -e x  [ j ]  ) + (sy  [ i]  -e y  [ j ]  ) * (sy  [ i]  -ey  [j] ) ) )
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< *mw)
{
s i  = i ;  
e j  = j :
*mw = d ista n ce  ;
>
i f  (vc > 0 && p c -  RCUT -  LCUT > 0) 
vc /=  ( f l o a t ) (pc -  RCUT -  LCUT); 
e ls e  
vc = T;
i f  (*mi + ( in t )  (2 .0*vc) > pc -  RCUT && *mi -  ( in t )  (2 .0*vc) < LCUT)
*nw = vc;
*n i = LCUT;
*n2 = pc-RCUT;
}
e ls e  i f  (*mi + ( in t ) (2 .0 * v c )  > pc -  RCUT)
{
fo r  ( i  = * m i- ( in t ) (2 .0  * v c ) ; i  < *mi -  ( in t ) ( 1 .5 * v c ) ; i++)
Inw += s i  Ci] ;
Inw /=  ( i n t ) (0 .5  * v c ) ;
*nw = Inw;
*nl = *mi -  ( i n t ) (2 .0  * v c ) ;
*n2 = *mi -  ( in t)  (1 .5  * vc) ;
}
e ls e  i f  (*mi -  ( in t )  (2 .0*vc) < LCUT)
{
fo r  ( i  = *m i+(int) (2 .0*vc) ; i  > *mi + ( in t )  (1 .5*vc) ; i — ) 
mw += s l [ i ]  ;
mw /=  ( in t )  (0 .5  * vc) ;
*nw = mw;
*n l = *mi + ( i n t ) (1 .5  * v c ) ;
*n2 = *mi + ( in t)  (2 .0  * vc) ;
>
e ls e
{
fo r  ( i  = * m i-(in t) (2 .0  * vc) ; i  < *mi -  ( in t )  (1 .5*vc) ; i++)
Inw += s i  Ci] ;
Inw /=  ( in t )  (0 .5  * vc) ;
fo r  ( i  = * m i+ (in t)(2 .0 * v c ); i  > *mi + ( in t ) ( 1 .5 » v c ) ; i — ) 
mw += s lC i]  ;
mw /=  ( in t )  (0 .5  * vc) ; 
i f  (mw > Inw)
{
*nw = mw;
*nl = *mi + ( i n t ) (1 .5  * v c ) ;
*n2 = *mi + ( i n t ) (2 .0  * v c ) ;
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>
e ls e
{
*nw = Inw;
*n l = *mi -  ( in t )  (2 .0  * vc) ;
*n2 = *mi -  ( in t )  (1 .5  * vc) ;
>
>
if(*nw  != 0)
*ps = (*nw -  *mw) /  *nw; 
e ls e
*ps = -1 ;
w in l. c
/*
** f i l e :  w in l .c
** fu n ction : source f i l e  fo r  s te n o s is  a n a ly s is
** author: Yu Zhang
** date: 5 /19 /98
* /
#include "winl .h"
/*  normal w idth  c a lc u la t io n  * /  
vo id  normal0  
{
in t  i ,  min, max; 
char s s [20];
min = M IN (start_x, end_x) -  50; 
max = MAX(start_x, end.x) -  50; 
norm al.w idth = 0; 
fo r  ( i  = min; i  <= max; i++) 
norm al.w idth += w l[ i]  ; 
norm al.width /=  i  -  min;
g lC o lo rS f(0 .0 ,  0 .0 , 1.0) ;
s p r in t f ( s s ,  "normal width = %g", norm al.w idth);
g lR asterP os2 i (150, 450);
p r in tS tr in g (s s )  ;
g lF lushO  ;
glutSw apB uffersO  ;
/*  s te n o s is  ca ilcu la tio n  * /
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v o id  s t e n o s i s 0  
{
in t  i ,  min, max; 
char s s  [20];
min = M IN(start_x, end_x) -  50; 
max = MAX(start_x, end.x) -  50; 
m in.w idth = wl [min] ; 
f o r  ( i  = min; i  <= max; i++) 
i f ( w l  [ i ]  < min.width) 
m in.w idth = wl [ i]  ;
g lC o lo r S f(0 .0 ,  0 .0 , 1 .0 );
s p r in t f  ( s s ,  "minimum width = %g", m in.width); 
g lR asterP os2 i(150 , 400); 
p r in t S t r in g ( s s ) ;
s p r in t f ( s s ,  "percent s te n o s is  = %g%%",
(norm al.w idth -  min.width) /  normal.width * 100.0) ;
g lR a ster P o s2 i(150, 350);
p r in t S t r in g ( s s ) ;
g lF lu sh O  ;
g lutSw apB uffers() ;
/*  OPenGL d isp la y  fu nction  * /  
v o id  d isp la y lO  
{
in t  i ,  j ,  s i ;  
char s s  [3] ;
g lC lea rC o lo r(1 .0 , 1 .0 , 1 .0 , 0 .0 ) ;  
g lC lea r  (GL.COLOR.BUFFER.BIT) ;
g lC o lo r 3 f(0 .0 ,  1 .0 , 0 .0 );  
glBegin(GL.LINES); 
g lV e r te x 2 i(5 0 , 50); 
g lV e r te x 2 i(5 0 , 450); 
g lV e r te x 2 i(50 , 50) ; 
g lY e r te x 2 i(450, 50) ; 
glEndO ;
g lC o lo r 3 f (0 .0 , 0 .0 , 1 .0 );  
f o r  ( i  = 0; i  < 500; i  += 50)
{
s i  = i ;
fo r  ( j  = e t ;  j > 0; j — ) 
s i  /=  FACTOR;
s p r in t f  ( s s , "7,d", s i )  ;
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glR asterP os2 i(50+ i, 35 );  
p r in tS tr in g (s s ) ; 
s p r in t f ( s s ,  "%d", i / 1 0 ) ; 
glR asterP os2 i(25 , 5 0 + i) ; 
p r in tS tr in g (s s ) ;
g lR asterP os2i(200, 15); 
p r in tS tr in g ( "L ength(p ixels)" );  
g lR asterP os2 i(25, 480); 
p rin t S tr in g ( "W idth(pixeIs)" );
g lC olorS f(1 .0 , 0 .0 , 0 .0 ) ;  
glBegin(GL_LINE_STRIP); 
fo r  ( i  = 0; i  < cc; i++)
{
/♦ fp r in t f ( s td e r r , "wl[%d] = %f\n", i ,  w l [ i ] ) ; * /  
g lV ertex 2 i(i+ 5 0 , ( i n t ) ( w l [ i ] *10.0)+50) ;
glEndO ; 
glF lushO  ; 
glutSwapBuffers() ;
/*  OpenGL mouse fu n ction  * /
vo id  mouse 1 ( in t  b tn , in t  s t a t e , in t  x , in t  y)
/*  g et mouse p o s it io n  * /
i f  (btn == GLÜT_LEFT_BÜTTON && s ta te  == GLUT.DOWN)
{
i f  ( f la g  == 0)
f la g  = 1;
s ta r t_ x  = x; 
s ta r t .y  = h e ig h t1 -  y; 
end_x = x;
end_y = h e ig h t1 -  y;
>
e ls e  i f  (btn == GLÜT_LEFT_BÜTT0N && sta te  == GLÜT.UP) 
{
f la g  = 0; 
i f  (n fla g  = = 0 )
d isp la y lO  ;
g lC olorS f(1 .0 ,  0 .0 ,  0 .0 ) ;  
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP); 
g lV er te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , s t a r t .y ) ; 
glV ertex2i(end_x, s ta r t _ y ) ;
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g lV ertex2 i(en d _x , end_y); 
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , e n d .y ) ; 
glEndO : 
normal () ; 
n f la g  = 1;
}
e ls e
{
s t e n o s is ( );  
n f la g  = 0;
}
}
}
/*  OpenGL mouse p a ss iv e  motion fu n ction  * /  
vo id  m o tio n l(in t  x , in t  y)
{
i f ( f l a g  == 1)
glEnable(GL_COLOR_LOGIC_OP); 
g lC o lo rS f(1 .0 ,  0 .0 ,  0 .0 ) ;  
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP); 
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , s ta r t_ y ) ; 
glV ertex2 i(en d _x , s ta r t _ y ) ; 
g lV e r te x 2 i(e n d .x , end_y); 
g lV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , e n d .y ) ; 
glEndO ;
glBegin(GL_LINE_LOOP); 
g I V e r te x 2 i( s ta r t .x , s ta r t_ y ) ; 
g lV e r te x 2 i(x , s ta r t _ y ) ; 
g lV e r te x 2 i(x , h e ig h t l - y ) ; 
g IV e r te x 2 i(s ta r t_ x , h e ig h t l-y );  
glEndO ;
glDisable(GL_COLOR_LOGIC_OP); 
g lF lu sh O  ; 
glutSwapBuff e r s ( );  
end_x = x;
end_y = h e ig h t1 -  y;
/*  OpenGL menu fu n c tio n  * /  
vo id  m enul(int item)
{
sw itch  (item ) {  
case CLEAN: 
d isp la y lO  ;
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n fla g  = 0; 
break; 
case QUIT: 
e x it (O ); 
break;
}
}
/*  OpenGL keyboard fu n c tio n  * /
vo id  keyboardl(unsigned char key, in t  x , in t  y)
in t  i ;
i f  (key==27) e x it(O );
/*  OpenGL reshape fu n c tio n  * /  
v o id  re shape 1( in t  w, in t  h)
{
glClearColorCl.O , 1 .0 ,  1 .0 , 0 .0 ) ;
glClear(GL_COLOR_BUFFER_BIT) ;
glViewportCO, 0, (G L sizei) w, (G Lsizei) h) ;
glKatrixMode(GL_PROJECTIGN) ;
g lL oad ld en tityO  ;
glO rtho(0 , w, 0, h , - 1 .0 ,  1 .0 ) ;
glMatrixMode(GL_MODELVIEW) ;
g lL oad ld en tityO  ;
makeRasterFont 0  ;
glShadeModel (GL_FLAT) ;
w idth1 = w;
h e ig h tl = h;
coronary.h
/*
** f i l e :  coronary.h
** fu nction : head f i l e  fo r  corobairy.c
**
** author: Yu Zhang 
** date : 5 /1 9 /9 8  
* /
#include < std io .h >
#include <math.h>
#include <memory.h>
#include <GL/glut.h>
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# d efin e  SCALE 
# d efin e  FACTOR
256 /*  co lo r  sca le  * /
4  /*  magnify fa c to r  * /
# d efin e  MAX(x,y) ((x) > (y) ? (x) 
# d efin e  MIN(x.y) ((x) < (y) ? (x)
/*  OpenGL menu constants * / 
# d efin e  TRACK_ON 201
# d efin e  TRACK.OFF 202
# d efin e  MAGNIFY.ON 203
# d efin e  MAGNIFY_OFF 204
# d efin e  HISTOGRAM 205
# d efin e  CANNY 206
# d efin e  RELOAD 102
# d efin e  CLEAN 101
# d efin e  QUIT 100
(y))
(y))
unsigned chair *data; 
in t  w idth, 
h e ig h t,
T, TT, L, H,
f la g  = 0,
m flag = 0 ,
t f l a g  = 0 ,
s ta r t_ x , s ta r t_ y ,
end_x, end_y,
old_x = -1 ,  old_y,
winO, w in l,
e t ,
cc;
double SIGMA; 
f lo a t  wlClOOO], 
sxClOOO] , syClOOO] , 
ex [1000] , eyClOOO] ;
char *fn;
/*  image data * /
/*  image width * /
/*  image h eigh t * /
/*  edge d e te c t  Threshold value * / 
/*  window s ta r t  point f la g  * / 
/*  mouse fu n ction  magnify f la g  * / 
/*  mouse fu n ctio n  track  f la g  * / 
/*  window s ta r t  point * /
/*  window end point * /
/*  cursor coordinate * /
/*  windows * /
/*  en large tim es * /
/*  Gausian smooth sigma vaJ-ue * / 
/*  a r te r ia  width l i s t  * /
/*  a r te r ia  contour coord inates * / 
/*  a r te r ia  contour coord inates * /
/*  image f i l e  name
/*  fu n c tio n  d ec la ra tio n  * /  
vo id  d isp la y l(v o id )  ;
vo id  mouse l ( i n t  btn, in t  s ta t e ,  in t  x , in t  y ) ; 
v o id  m otion K in t x, in t  y) ; 
v o id  m enuKint item) ;
v o id  keyboardl (unsigned char key, in t  x , in t  y) ; 
vo id  resh a p eK in t w, in t  h) ; 
v o id  p rin tS tr in g (ch a r  * s ) ; 
vo id  tr a c k 0  ;
vo id  s t e n o s is 1 (double * s l ,  in t  p c, f lo a t  *ps, 
f lo a t  *nw, f lo a t  *mw, in t  *m i);
*/
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void  S te n o s is ( f lo a t  * s l ,  in t  pc, f lo a t  * p s,
f lo a t  *nw, f lo a t  *mw, in t  *mi, in t  *n l, in t  * n 2 ); 
void  canny(in t c o l s ,  in t  rows, unsigned char *data, 
in t  low , in t  h igh , double s ) ;
fo n t . c
/ *
** f i l e :  fo n t .h
** fu nction : head f i l e  fo r  f o n t .c  
** author : Yu Zhang 
** date: 5 /5 /9 8  
* /
#include <GL/glut.h>
/*  fo n ts  data * /
GLubyte space □ =
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x18, 0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x1
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x36, 0x36, 0x36, 0x3
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x66, 0x66, O xff, 0x66, 0x66, O xff, 0x66, 0x66, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x7e, O xff, Oxlb, O x lf, 0x7e, 0 x f8 , 0xd8, O xff, 0x7e, 0x1
{0x00, 0x00, OxOe, Oxlb, Oxdb, 0x6e, 0x30, 0x18, OxOc, 0x76, Oxdb, 0xd8, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7f, 0xc6, O xcf, 0xd8, 0x70, 0x70, 0xd8, Oxcc, Oxcc, 0 x 6 c , 0x3
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x18, Oxlc, OxOc, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, OxOc, 0x18, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x18, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x30, 0x18, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, 0x18, 0x3
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x99, 0x5a, 0x3 c . Oxff, 0 x 3 c , 0x5a, 0x99, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, O xff, Oxff, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x30, 0x18, Oxlc, Oxlc, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, O xff, Oxff, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x38, 0x38, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x60, 0x60, 0x30, 0x30, 0x18, 0x18, OxOc, OxOc, 0x06, 0x06, 0x03, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x3c, 0x66, Oxc3, 0xe3, Oxf3, Oxdb, O xcf, 0xc7, 0xc3, 0x66, 0x3
{0x00, 0x00, 0x7e , 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x78, 0x38, 0x1
{0x00, 0x00, O xff, OxcO, OxcO, 0x60, 0x30, 0x18, OxOc, 0x06, 0x03, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7e, 0xe7, 0x03, 0x03, 0x07, Ox7e, 0x07, 0x03, 0x03, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, Oxff, Oxcc, 0x6c, 0x3 c . O xlc, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7e, 0xe7, 0x03, 0x03, 0x07, Oxfe, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, 0x7e , 0xe7, 0 x c3 , 0xc3, 0xc7, Oxfe, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x18, OxOc, 0x06, 0x03, 0x03, 0x03, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7e, 0xe7, 0 x c3 , 0xc3, 0xe7, 0x7e, 0xe7 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, 0x7e , 0xe7, 0x03, 0x03, 0x03, 0 x 7 f, 0xe7 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x38, 0x38, 0x00, 0x00, 0x38, 0x38, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
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{0x00, 0x00, 0x30, 0x18, O xlc, Oxlc, 0x00, 0x00, O xlc, O xlc, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x06, OxOc, 0x18, 0x30, 0x60, OxcO, 0x60, 0x30, 0x18, OxOc, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, O xff, Oxff, 0x00, O xff, O xff, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x60, 0x30, 0x18, OxOc, 0x06, 0x03, 0x06, OxOc, 0x18, 0x30, 0x6
{0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x18, OxOc, 0x06, 0x03, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, O x3f, 0x60, Oxcf, Oxdb, 0xd3, Oxdd, Oxc3, 0x7e, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0 x c 3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, O xff, 0xc3, Oxc3, 0 x c3 , 0x66, 0x3c, 0x1
{0x00, 0x00, O xfe, Oxc7, 0xc3, Oxc3, 0xc7, O xfe, Oxc7, 0 x c3 , 0xc3, 0xc7, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, 0 x 7 e , Oxe7, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, O xfe, Oxce, Oxc7, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxc3, 0 x c3 , 0xc7, Oxce, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, O xff, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxfe, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, O xfe, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7e, 0xe7, 0xc3 , 0xc3, Oxcf, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, 0 x c3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, O xff, 0 xc3 , 0 x c3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7e, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, 0x7c, Oxee, 0xc6, 0x06, 0x06, 0x06, 0x06, 0x06, 0x06, 0x06, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc3 , 0xc6, Oxcc, 0xd8, OxfO, OxeO, OxfO, 0xd8, Oxcc, 0xc6, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, O xff, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, 0 x c 3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxdb, O x ff, Oxff, Oxe7, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc7 , 0xc7, Oxcf, Oxcf, Oxdf, Oxdb, Oxfb, Oxf 3 , Oxf 3, 0xe3, Oxe
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7e, 0xe7, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxc3, 0xc3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, O xfe, Oxc7, 0 x c3 , 0xc3, 0xc7, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, O x3f, 0x6e, Oxdf, Oxdb, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0x66, 0x3
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc3 , 0xc6, Oxcc, 0xd8, OxfO, O xfe, Oxc7, 0 x c3 , 0xc3, 0xc7, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7e, Oxe7, 0x03, 0x03, 0x07, 0 x 7 e , OxeO, OxcO, OxcO, 0xe7, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, Ox7e, 0xe7, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x3c, 0x3c, 0x66, 0x66, 0 x c3 , 0xc3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc3 , 0xe7, O xff, Oxff, Oxdb, Oxdb, Oxc3, 0 x c3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc3 , 0x66, 0x66, 0x3 c . 0x3 c . 0x18, 0x3 c , 0x3 c , 0x66, 0x66, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0 x 3 c , 0 x 3 c , 0x66, 0x66, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, O xff, OxcO, OxcO, 0x60, 0x30, 0 x 7 e , OxOc, 0x06, 0x03, 0x03, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, Ox3c, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x3
{0x00, 0x03, 0x03, 0x06, 0x06, OxOc, OxOc, 0x18, 0x18, 0x30, 0x30, 0x60, 0x6
{0x00, 0x00, 0x3 c , OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, 0x3
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0 x c3 , 0x66, 0x3 c . 0x1
{O xff, Oxff, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x38, 0x30, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, OxTf, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0x7f, 0x03, 0xc3, 0x7e , 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, O xfe, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxfe, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, OxTe, 0xc3, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, 0 x c3 , 0x7e , 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0 x 7 f , 0xc3, 0xc3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0 x 7 f , 0x03, 0x03, 0x03, 0x03, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0 x 7 f , OxcO, OxcO, Oxfe, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0x7e, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, Oxfe, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x33, 0x1
{0x7e, 0xc3, 0x03, 0x03, 0 x 7 f , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0 x c3 , Ox7e, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc3 , 0xc3, 0 xc3 , 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, O xfe, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxc
{0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x0
{0x38, 0x6c, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, OxOc, 0x00, 0x00, OxOc, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc6 , Oxcc, Oxf 8 , Oxf 0, 0xd8, Oxcc, 0 xc6 , OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxc
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{0x00, 0x00, 0x7e, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x7
{0x00, 0x00, Oxdb, Oxdb, Oxdb, Oxdb, Oxdb, Oxdb, Oxfe, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc6 , 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6 , Oxfe, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x7c, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6 , Ox7c, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, Oxfe, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, Oxfe, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x03, 0x03, 0x03, 0 x 7 f, Oxc3, 0xc3, 0xc3, 0xc3 , 0 x7f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxcO, OxeO, Oxfe, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, Oxfe, 0x03, 0x03, 0x7e, OxcO, OxcO, 0 x 7 f, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, O xlc, 0x36, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, Oxfe, 0x30, 0x30, 0x30, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x7e, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6, 0xc6 , 0xc6, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0x18, 0x3c, 0x3c, 0x66, 0x66, 0xc3 , 0xc3, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0 x c3 , 0xe7, O xff, Oxdb, 0xc3, 0xc3 , 0xc3, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, 0xc3, 0x66, 0x3c, 0x18, 0x3 c . 0x66, 0xc3, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{OxcO, 0x60, 0x60, 0x30, 0x18, 0x3 c . 0x66, 0x66, 0xc3, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, O xff, 0x60, 0x30, 0x18, OxOc, 0x06, Oxff, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
{0x00, 0x00, OxOf, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x38, OxfO, 0x38, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x0
{0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, 0x1
{0x00, 0x00, OxfO, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, Oxlc, OxOf, Oxlc, 0x18, 0x18, 0x18, Oxf
{0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x00, 0x06, 0 x 8 f , Oxfl, 0x60, 0x00, 0x00, 0x0
GLuint fo n tO f fs e t ;
my canny. h.
/*
** f i l e :  mycanny.h
** fu nction : head f i l e  fo r  my canny. c 
**
** author: Yu Zhang 
** date : 5 /1 9 /9 8  
*/
#include < std io .h >
^include <memory.h>
#include <math.h>
#include <G L/glut.h>
#define MAX_FILTER_SIZE 20 
#define MAG.SCALE 20 .0
#define ORI.SCALE 40 .0
#define M_PI 3.1415926535897932384626433
track .h
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/*
** f i l e :  tr a c k .h.
** fu n c tio n : head f i l e  fo r  tr a c k .c  
** author: Yu Zhang 
**  date : 5 /5 /9 8  
* /
#in clu d e < std io .h >
^include <memory.h>
#in clu d e <math.h>
#d efin e  SIZE 800 
# d efin e  GAMA. 0 .1
# d efin e  M_PI 3.1415926535897932384626433 
# d efin e  LCUT 10 
# d efin e  RCUT 20
extern  unsigned char *data; 
ex tern  in t  w idth, 
h e ig h t,
T,
s ta r t_ x , s ta r t_ y ,  
end_x, end_y; 
extern  f lo a t  wl [1000], 
sx [1 0 0 0 ] , s y [1000], 
ex [1000] , ey[1000] ;
/*  image data * /
/ *  image width * /
/ *  image height * /
/ *  coronary contour i n i t i a l  width * /  
/*  window s ta r t  p o in t * /
/*  window end point * /
/*  a r te r ia  width l i s t  * /
/*  a irteria  contour coord in ates * /
/ *  a r te r ia  contour coord in ates * /
void  MewEdgeCint x l ,  in t  y l ,  in t  x2, in t  y2) ;
w in l.h
/*
** f i l e :
** fu n ctio n :  
** author:
** d ate :
*/
w in l.h
head f i l e  fo r  w in l . c
Yu Zhang
5 /1 9 /9 8
#include < std io .h >  
#include <math.h> 
#include <memory.h> 
#include <GL/glut.h>
#d efin e  FACTOR
# d efin e  MAX(x,y) ((x )  
#d efin e  MIN(x,y) ((x )
/*  magnify fa c to r  * /
(x)
(x)
(y))
(y))
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M e fin e  CLEAN 
# d efin e  QUIT
in t
width.1, 
h e ig h t l ,  
n f la g  = 0; 
extern  in t  
f la g ,
s ta r t_ x , s ta r t_ y ,  
end_x, end_y, 
winO, w in l, 
e t ,  
cc;
101
100
/*  w in l width  
/*  w in l h e igh t
/*  mouse fu n c tio n  normal f la g
/*  window s ta r t  p o in t  f la g  
/*  window s ta r t  p o in t  
/*  window end p o in t  
/*  windows 
/*  en large tim es
extern  f lo a t  w l[1000]; /*  width l i s t
double min_width ; 
double normaüL_width;
/*  minimum width  
/*  normal w idth
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
* /
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